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STATE AID TO HIGHER EDUCATION.

BY THE VERY REV. PRINCIPAL GRANT, QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY, KINGSTON.

sOME years ago Toronto Univer-sity announced through the
Vice-Chancellor that its revenue was
inadequate for its needs, and that it
was about to demand more money
from the Legislature that had already
given it what used to be called "a
mugnificent endowment." The pro-
posal seemed startling to those who
had been contributing freely for years
to the maintenance of universities
doing precisely the same kind of work
as Toronto, and in some directions
certainly doing it better. They were
villing that Toronto should have the

advartage, in buildings and revenue,
of an endowment, worth-in spite of
the greatest mismanagement-nearly
two millions, but that the Prov:nce
should go on, indefinitely, doing its
utmost to supplant private liberality,
when it had been proved that one
university was not enough for the
needs of the country, seemed to them
indefensible. What made the pro-
posal all the more indefensible was
that they could not shut their eyes to

1

the fact that the success of tie )ther
universities was the real motive of the
new demand on the State. They were
told that those institutions were actu-
ally "creeping up " to an equality of
equipment with the one for which the
State did everything. Such "level-
ling up," not at the public cost, but
through private liberality, was an im-
pertinence. The only way to put it
down, and to- maintain a due distance
between the rightful heir and intruders
was by getting another million or so
from the Legislature for the one that
stood on its dignity and did nothing
for itself. This' method of putting
things right had everything to recom-
mend it. No self-sacrifice was called
for, except that which Artemus Ward
declared himself willing to practise
cheerfully. It would besides estab-
lish a precedent that would snooth
away all future difficulties. Should
any other university presume to go on-
developing, it would be easy to call
for another million taken impartially
from the pockets of the people, in
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cluding those who preferred universi-
ties of a freer type, and who were
showing the depth of their preference
or faith by their works.

The other universities protested.
They would have been destitute of
self-respect if they had kept silence.
Besides, the proposal received no
favour from the general pubiic. It
would have fallen still-born, even had
Queen's, Trinity and Victoria ùttered
no word of protest. When it was
found that an appeal for Toronto
University alone would be made in
vain, a roundabout method of accom-
plishing the object was tried. It was
resolved to divide the opposition. It
was repeatedly stated that "the Meth-
odists were the key to the position."
In other words, if Methodist op*posi-
tion could be silenced, it was believed
that sufficient political support could
be obtained for something like the
original proposal. The Minister of
Education called a series of confer-
ences, to which representatives or
delegates from the four universities,
as well as from several divinity schools
in Toronto, were invited. Ostensibly
as the result of these conferences, the
so-called "Confederation Scheme"
was drawn up. The truth of the
matter is, that no progress whatever
was made at the first two conferences,
and so far as could be ascertained
from conversations with the delegates,
no one expected any to be made at
the third and last. However, in the
interval between the second and third,
the Confederation Scheme was drawn
up, as the result of private inter-
views and a private gathering of dele-
gates who happened to be in Toronto.
Great was the astonishment of the
rerresentatives of Queen's, when the
S-heme was produced in printed form
at the opening of the third confer-
ence. The Chancellor and myself,
however, remained, giving what little
help we could on the details of
the Scheme that had been accepted

by the majority. The first glance had
been enough to convince us that it
was not intended for and would not
suit Queen's. Still, it was our dutv
to do al that could be donc, and
then to submit the Scheme to our
constituents without a word. After a
few days' delay, insisted upon by us
at the close of the conference, in
order that we might have time to
explain to the Trustees and Council of
Queen's that we were in no way com-
mitted, the Scheme was given to the
public. As soon as it was presented
to our constituency it was unani-
miously rejected. The more it was
canvassed, the worse it looked. Some
of our professors who favoured Con-
federation in the abstract, utterly re-
jected this particular concrete. Men,
who had never agreed on anything
before, agreed in condemning this new
model of a university. Everything
that has occurred in the two years
that have passed since, has convinced
us that, in the interests of the country,
in the interests of university eddication,
and in the interests of Queen's, we
took the right position.

Last September, the Methodist
Conference decided that the Scheme
would do for Victoria, and the Gov-
ernment promised the necessary legis-
lation. Doubtless, before this is
printed, the proposed legislation will
have been submitted to the House
and be before the country. We have
a right to hope that sufficient time
wili be given for consideration before
it is voted on.

I have been asked by the Editor
of THE EDUCATIONAL MONTHLY to
state what attitude Queen's takes
now. Though no meeting of the
University Council or the Board of
Trustees has been held since last
September, I shall endeavour to
compfy with the request to the best
of my ability.

Associations of graduates and of
benefactors in different places have
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met, and resolved that, should the
Legislature re-open the University
Question, a one-sided solution can
not be accepted. The city council
of Kingston, has passed resolutions
asking the Legislature to confine its
effoirts to the definite field of practical
and applied science, and to establish
a School of Science in Kingston, as
an integral part of its University
policy. It also officially invited the
surrounding municipalities to pass
resolutions to the same effect. The
councils, both town and county, com-
plied very generally with the invita-
tion, and I accotmpanied a delegation
from them, and from associations of
the benefactors of Queen's that
waited upon the Government, for the
purpose of explaining that I for one
thought the request of the munici-
palities for a School of Science in
Kingston most reasonable, in the
event of the Gove--nment proposing
to do anything, and that it seemed to
me that their suggestion could be
accepted by QuEen's as a fair com-
promise of its claims. Thus. while
nothing has as yet been done officially
by -Queen's since it announced its
decision on the Confederation Scheme
to the Government in May, 1885, I
understand pretty well the mind of
those who may be considered the
constituency of the University.

So far, then, as I have been able
to gather their mind, they would pre-
fer that the Legislature should not
vote any more money for University
education. They believe, with the
Municipalities Committee, that " pri-
vate endowment is apt to secure the
best service at the least cost ; that it
is permanent, and not liable, like
State aid, to change as the views of
Governments or Legislatures may
change, and that it calls forth the
noblest attributes of human char-
acter." They have none but the
friendliest feelings for Toronto Uni-
versity, though convinced that its

exceptional position has cultivated in
some of its weaker graduates an
arrogance of tone towards other
institutions that is not usual in gentle-
men and scholars. They are sure
that Toronto University is fettered,
stunted, kept back from anything like
free and full development, by its
connection with what nust, under
present conditions, be a Party Gov-
ernment. Besides, fron what is
reflected of the will of the average
voter on the subject, they believe
that the Legislature will do much less
for University College and the pro-
posed new University Professoriate
than their friends declare to be neces-
sary. If the Legislature would vote
a million or two, they might be able
to do what they consider necessary
at present. If it voted nothing, they
could appeal to their numerous
graduates and the wealthy men who
appreciate at its worth University
education. But, if it votes only a
trifle, then all that is likely to be
accorrplished will be the checking of
voluntary contributions. The growth
of Toronto University will to a cer-
tainty be arrested. Believing all this,
they are inclined to wonder that the
graduates of Toronto do not ask the
Legislature to set it free from its
present political bondage, with the
provision that the Mnister of Educa-
tion and other official members should
be kept on its Board of Management
as an acknowledgment of the rights
of the Province in the institution.
They do not, indeed, wonder very
much, because history shows that
those who enjoy privilege are slow to
surrender it, even when it hurts
rather than helps, and they also
remember how unwillingly Queen's
surrendered the Provincial grant it
once had, although no greater blessing
ever befell it than the taking away of
the said dole. They are all now
conscious that it was a blessing in
disguise, though they still resent the
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offensive manner in which the thing
was done,the short ioticegiven,and the
injustice shown to men whosc salaries
were dependent on the annual grant.

This then is the vicw taken by
Queen's men genzrally of State Aid
to Higher Education. But, should
the Government insist upon re-open-
ing the question, then they are quite
clear that anything short of a compre.
hensivt measure would be wantonly
unjust. The public meeting held in
Kingston, in January, 1885, as soon
as - the Confederation Scheme " was
published, adopted this view, but at
the same tirie insisted that if the
Government adopted ar.çthing like
the scheme before them, it should be
made comprehensive, and include
Queen's in its operation. By i the
establishment of the proposed School
of Science, Queeri's would be in-
cluded, in the way most calculated to
serve, with due regard to economy,
the materiil interests of the Province,
and absolutely in accordance with
the principle that Governmental con-
trol must be co-extensive with
Governmental expenditure. But,
since this prcposal was made, oddly
enough, two >ther cities, that were
rot even represented at the confer-
ences, have discovered that they
would each be greatly the better of
a School of Science. No doubt they
would. And it is not for me to con-
test their claims. The Government
must decide each case on its own
merits. But it ought to be enough
to quote on this point the language
of the memorial of the Municipalities
Committee:-

" In no other place than Kingston
is such a school required as a matter
of equal justice to and for the safety
and protection of a university, built
up by the people themselves against
what would be the outside aggression
of the Government itself.

" In favour of no other place has a
whole section of the country de-
manded it on these grounds.

"And in no other place than the
seat of a well established university
can it be placed with equal economy
and certainty of success."

Those who disregard these facts
have made up their minds beforehand,
and are ready to catch at anything as
an excuse for doing nothing.

Having thus tried to indicate our
attitude, I may add that, so far as we
are concerned, it matters little what
course the Government may take.
Happily, the sources to which
Queen's owes her existencc and
steadily growing strength are quite
independent of political parties or
Government favour. Queen's has
been for nearly half a century a prac.
tical protest against sectarianism, po
litical and ecclesiastical, and exclu-
siveness and routine methods in
education. When injustice and in-
tolerance have been arrayed against
lier, she has thriven,and she will thrive,
because there are people enough in
Canada who understand her worth, and
who sympathize with her all the'more
when she does not receive fair play.
Ail the respoiisibility is on the Gov-
ernment, and confessedly its path is
beset with difficulty. The safe course.
and, in the long run, perhaps the best
for all parties. would be to do nothing,
except to free the Provincial Univer-
sity. But, if something must be done,
and the compact with Victoria re-
quires the establishment of a new
professoriate, how can Queen's be
ig..ored ? Confessedly the country
has ratified our decision to remain at
Kingston. Can any Government
say : " We shall aid Victoria directly
and indirectly because it comes to
Toronto? We know that you ought
not to come, but none the less must we
ignore you. Our principles are limit-
ed to locality." A strong Govern-
ment may say so, but the position
cannot be held permanently. We
may be able in the meantime only to
protest, but a good many Canadians
will not disregard our protest.
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ON THE ACQUISITION OF KNOWLEDGE.

1 PROF. WILLIAM CLARK, TRIITY COLLEGE, TORONTO.

IN the history of the creation of the
vorld we read that when dark-

ness was upon the face of the deep,
the Almightygave command that there
should be light. It is the first fact
recorded after the creation of the
lcaven and the earth ; and there
mut have been some reason for this
command being issued, and for its
being recorded on the sacred page.

That reason is not far to seek. The
light was commanded to shine upon
chaos, not because it was needed by
the great Worker. " The darkness and
light are both alike to Him." But
this is because He is Himself "light,"
and the " Father of lights, in whom
there is no darkness at ail." Light is
the primary need of the worker, and
the statement is as true in the intel-
lectual and moral spheres as in the
natural world. Whatever may be our
position, our circumstances, or ouir
responsibilities, ir first requisite is
knowledge.

It does indeed seen wonderful
that any words should be needed to
commend a truth so evident. Would
a benighted traveller listen to us if we
set ourselves to prove that the day-
spring vould bring him. neither cheer
nor help him on his journey? Would
a blind man be patient if one should
seek to convince him that it would be
no benefit to him to have poured upon
his eyeballs that "holy light, offspring
of heaven first-born," the sweetness
of which he had never experienced,
or perhars, still worse, had even lost ?

And yet there are strange prejudices
lingering in men's minds against
knowledge, and the seekers after
knowledge. And foolish and irra-
tional as those prejudices mostly are,

there is probably something in men's
ways of pursuing knowledge which
partially accounts for the error of its
opponents; and it becomes us who
desire the "advancement of learning "
and knowlcdge, to understand what
is amiss in our spirit or methods, that
we may not needlessly cast sturmbing
blocks in the way of others.

Perhaps the hardest thing said of
knowledge is that which cornes from
one who was free from the vulgar
prejudices of the ignorant and
thoughtless. St. Paul says : " Know-
ledge buffeth up," and if this state-
ment were intended to be understood
in a broad and unqualified manner,
it would present a very serious diffi-
culty. But it is impossible to believe
that St. Paul intended to condemn
the pursuit of knowledge as such,
whether of things natural or of things
spiritual. St Paul was himself a
highly educated man; probably for
this very reason lie was added to the
number of the Apostles. On every
occasion of writing to churches or
ndividuals, he shows the most earnest

desire to give them a complete know-
ledge of all that concerned their
relations and duties to God and man.
" I would not have you ignorant"
(i Cor.), lie says, and this is the key-
note of all his testimony. " Give heed
to reading, to exhortation, to teach-
ing," he says to St. Timothy (i Tim.
iv. 13), and on this subject there is
no discord in the teachings of Holy
Scripture. " Wisdom," says the
preacher (Ec. i. 18), "excelleth folly
as far as light excelleth darkness,"
and the wise nan bids us "get
wisdom, get understanding;" and
again he says, " wisdom is the prin-
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cipal thing, therefore get wisdom ;
and with all thy getting get under-
standing." (Prov, iv. 5. 7).

No doubt thcrc is a knd of know-
ledge which ptffeth up, that kind of
knowledge which is sought for the
gratifying of a morbid curiosity, as
far removed from the noble ardour of
the pursuit of truth as the pale light
of the moon struggling through masses
of clouds is from the full glory of the
sùn ; no more like the love of truth
and wisdom than the vulgar inquisi-
tiveness which would lead a man to
read his neighbour's letters is like an
enthusiasm for the highest form of
literature.*

There is a kind of knowledge that
puffeth up, namely that knd which. is
sought for the purpose of ostentation,
which is seldom real knowledge,
and which at any rate is acquired with-
out any sincere desire that it should
be genuine and true. Such students-
if the naine may be conceded to
them-would rather have a false or
corrupted kind of knowledge, if they
could thereby make a greater display
of their own superiority than they
could by having possession of the
truth. If this kind of thing can be
called by the naine of knowledge,

*Some good remarks on this subject occur
in an article in the Spectalor of Nov. 6, 1886,
on " Mr. Balfour's Good Fairy." " We can
imagine no worse name for that love of truth
in the wide sense, which is the master impulse
of human wisdom, than curiosity. Wisdom
knows how much there is which a man ouglit
not to pry into, which respect for his own
nature forbids him to pry into, but you could
hardly name anything 'insatiable curiosi-y'
which renounced the gratification of trying
to know anything whaztcr thsat i, was pos-
sible to know, however unlawful the means,
and however unworthy the end. Indeed, far
from thinking even the higher speculation
the noblest of all lives, except in the rare cases
in wrhich it isa man's true calling, the one thing
in which he can -help his fellow men, we
should say that every pursuit to which a
strong sense of duty drives a man, even if it
be, as it sometimes is, the political life, is a
higher and happier pursuit than the mere
gratification even of the love of knowledge."

then indeed it must be condemned
and dctested ; and it must be shunned
most carcfully by those who have the
greatest care for the diffusion of that
which is knowlcdgc indeed.

There is in some minds a kind of
confused notion that the increase of
knowledge, especially of the knov-
ledge of nature, tends to irreligion, or
evcn to atheism. If religious men
have allowed such thoughts respecting
knowlodge, we can hardly wonder
that the enemies of religion have so
far improved upon them as to declare
that " ignorance is the parent of
devotion." If this were truly so, then
indecd the worst things that have
been said of religion would be true.
But Scripture, reason and experience
alike condemn the imputation. Ig-
norance is, doubtless, the parent of
superstition ; but superstition is not
only a counterfeit of true devotion, but
its deadliest foe. God's service is a
reasonable service. He is Himself
truth and liglt, and just in proportion
as we live in truth and in lght do
we live in Hin.

And if it be said that knowledge of
any kind has a tendency to produce
irreligion, we will answer with Lord
Bacon :* " It is an assured truth,
and a conclusion of experience, that
a little or superficial knowledge of
philosophy (he is speaking of natural
philosophy) may incline the mind of
man to atheism, but a further pro-
ceeding therein doth bring the mind
back again to religion,"t and he truly

*"Advancement of Learning." Works,
(Ellis & Spedding) iii. 267.

†The same sentiment is similarly expressed
in his Essay (xvi.) " Of Atheisin." " It is
true that a little philosophy inclineth man's
mind to atheism, but depth in philosophy
bringeth men's minds about to religion. For
while the mind of man looketh upon second
causes scattered, it may sometimes rest in
them, and go no further; but when it
beholdeth the chain of them confederale and
linked together, it must needs fly to Provi-
dence and Deity."
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remarks in another place,* that so far
is the "increase of natural knowledgc "
from being hurtful to religion, that it
" leadeth to the greater exaltation of
the glory of God," by making us
better acquainted with His " great and
wcnderful works."

There is one argument against the
pu-suit of knowledge which may
receive a moment's consideration.
It is sometimes said that it is of no
use striving to increase one's know-
ledge, since "he that increascth
knowledge increaseth sorrow " (Eccl.
i. 18); in other words, the more a
man learns the more he becomes
aware of his own ignorance, the less
contented he is with his actual attain-
ments, the more also he feels how
arduous is the way which has to be
trodden before we reach the clear
heights of truth. But surely we have
here no argument vhich can prevail
witn men who know aught of truc
human dignity. Is it well that we
should be ignorant, and satisfied with
our ignorance? Is slothful case and
self-indulgence to be put into competi-
tion with truth gained vith the sweat
of the face l' Every noble impulse
within us protests against this sup-
position. In every age the men of
royal minds have told us that there is
soinething better than case and free-
dom from pain.

"The happy man," says Aristotle,t
"is not he who sleeps, but he who
works ; and the gods themselves are
happy on!y when they are in action,
for apparently they are not always
sleeping, like Endymion." To the
same general effect, Plato declares,
"No one would wish to be always a
child, even though he were promised
all the pleasures which can be enjoyed
at that age." And a writer of our own
times,‡ has declared in language

" Interpretation of Nature." Works, iii.
221.

†Ethics, i.
*Carlyle, I Past and Present." Bk. iii. c. 4.

deeper and stronger, because it has a
higher inspiration : " Ali dignity is
painful, ard a life of case is not for any
man, nor for any god. The life of ail
gods figures itself to us as a sublime
sadness-carnestness of infinite battle
against infinite labour. Our highest
religion is named the ' Worship of
Sorrow.' For the son of man there is
no noble crown, well.worn, or even
ill-worn, but is a crown of thorns."
It will not be easy to convince men
who have drunk in such thoughts of
human capacity and achievement, to
forsake the pursuit of knowledge
because it involves labour and sorrow.

But it is time to turn to the positive
advantages of knowledge. And they
are great and numerous. Even if
we could not enumerate them, could
we not say that knowledge in itself is
a delight, a delight to the heart and
mind as light is to the eye? " Truly,"
says the preacher,* " the light is sweet,
and a pleasant thing it is for the eyes
to behold the sun." When its rays
are pouring upon us, we do not stop
to consider how many advantages it
confers upon us ; we rejoice in them
simply because they are a joy. And
this is most emphatically true of real
knowledge, for, as Shakespeare says,
"there is no darkness but ignorance."t

And the longer we think on the
subject, the more clearly does its
greatness stand out before our view.
Perhaps the one advantage which
suggests itself first to almost every
reflecting mind is the strength which
comes from knowledge. \Vhilst ig-
norance is weakness, knowledge is
power. Knowledge, as Bacon reminds
us, is a part of God's power,‡ and so it
is a principal element in human
power. Knowledge itself is power.
" Nam et ipsa scientia potentia est."
So Shakespeare says, " Ignorance is
the curse ot God; knowledge, the

Eccles. xi. 7. t Twelfth Night
t Med. Sacr. Works, vii. 253.
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wing with which we fy to heaven."*
Who has not expericnced many times
in his life, the hindrar.ces of ignor-
ancc and the advantages of know.
ledgc? Who lias not felt painfully
the unccrtainty, the fcebleness, the
hlciplcssness, which resulted from
ignorance? And on the other hand,
when we know our work and all that
is needed for its efficiency, wc are like
men treading a well-known path in
the clir light of day. And besides,
alîrost evcry one knows that the real
value of work dcpends not mercly
upon the motive with which it is
undcrtaken-doubtless a vcry im-
portant considcration-but also upon
the amount of intelligence with which
it is carried out. Evcn the most
laborious and devoted zeal will be no
compensation for the want of know-
ledge. One hour of thoughtful,
intelligent labour is oftcn of more
real value than the heedless, incon-
siderate or ignorant work which is
spread over many hours.

Look at the question under the
light of practical experience. To
whom is it that we have recourse
when we need guidance in any of the
difficulties of life ? :o the man who,
in our own judgment at least, under-
stands his work; to the man whom
we believe to possess a knowledge of
the subject on which we require in-
formation or assistance. If we have
a religious difficulty, we refer it to
one who has -ome knowledge of
theology, and whom we believe to
have some practical experience of
religion ; to one who has made the
nature of man and the revelation of
God the subject of his most earnest
and serious study. So with other
needs. We will not voluntarily and
intentionally put ourselves into the
hands of one' who knows nothing
of the structure and functions of the
human body, if we wish to be restored
to health ; nor will we knowingly put

Henry vi., pt. 2.

the settlement of our worldly affairs
into the hands of one who has no
accurate acquaintance with the laws
of the land.

But we may reason as we plcase on
this subject, yet aftcr al] no one
really believcs that knovledge is an
cvil, and that it is bettcr to bc
ignorant. The poct a may sing :

A little lcarning i n adangcroux thing,
Drink decp, or taste not the Pierian spring.
But the truth is, and we know it
quite well, that all knowlcdgc and
any amount of knowledge, provided
it be real and true, is a help and a
strength to us. Vc are ashamcd of
ignorance, sonetimes perhaps unduly
and foolishly ashamed, and so we
strive to hide it, and thereby prevent
ourselves from acquiring the know-
ledge which we nctd, and which we
would gladly have men think that we
possess ; but even hcre we are con-
fessing, sometimes in spite of our-
selves, that "a wisc man is strong,
yea a man of kncwledge increaseth
strength."t

Having now disposed of soine of
these preliminary questions, we must
look a little more closely at the
subject, and ask more particularly
and minutely what we miean by
knowcdge. And perhaps it will be
sufficient if we confine ourselves
almost entirely to the practical view.
Without in any way disparaging
philosophical inquiries into the pos-
sibility of knowledge, and the nature
of that knowledge which we are
capable of acquiring, it is sufficient
for our purpose to assume that, for
all practical purposes, we certainly
have it in our power to gain real
knowledge-knowledge so real and
certain that we do not scruple to act
upon it just as though it represented
to us absolute truth. We do not
forbid philosophers to theorize; and

* Pope, Essay on Criticsn, ii. z5.
t Eccles. xxiv. 5.
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they will do it whethcr wc forbid
them or not. But we take our own
starting.point in the common con-
sciousncss and common sense of
mankind.

Now, what do we mean when wc
cmploy this word know/;lcdçe. By
knowledge ve mean certain perception.
This is Dr. Johnson's definition,
" certain perception ; indubitable ap.
prehcnsion," he defines it; and hc
qiotes the words of Locke, the Eng-
lsh philosophcr, who says, " Know-
ledge, which is the highest degree of
the speculative faculties, ccnsists in
the perception of the truth of affirma-
tive or negative propositions. To
the same cfect Sir W. Hamilton*
obrerves, " Knowledge is the mere
Possession of trufths." *

it will lielp us to grasp these defi-
nitions if we compare them with the
descriptions of those two operations
of the mmd vhich are most akin to
knowl edge, nanely, belief and opinion.
By be/ief we mean that which we hold
without any doubt on the credible
testimony of others, not as the resuit
of our own examination. By opinion
we mean the judgment which we
forni on any subjcct, with respect to
which we cannot attain to absolute
certainty. It may amount to practical
certainty ; but if it is rightly called
opinion, it can go no further. By
knowiledge we mean certain perception,
not merely a judgment that the thing
may probably be so or so, not
merely a certainty, because we cannot
doubt the testimonv on which we
have received the information, but a
clear and certain perception of some
existence, fact or relation, which we
obtain through the medium of our
sense, if the object is a material one,
and by our intelligence if it is a
principle or an abstract relation.
" Knowledge," says Tennyson, " is of
things we see." (In Menm.)

*" Lect. on Metaph.," vol. i. p. 8.

Knowledge is of various kinds.
Therc is, first of all, the knowiedge
of simple facts. the most elemcntary
kind of knowiedge. Then there is
the knowlcdge of the relation of
thesc facts, the principles which
underlie, connect and cxplain them.
Therc can be no doubt as to which
of thesc kinds of knowledge is the
greater. Yet the more humble is
not to bc dcspiscd, for it is indispen.
sable. It is truc, on the one hand,
that a mere accumulation of facts is
of little value-is vcry ncarly worth-
I ess. It is as uselcss as hcaps of
brick and mortar would be to a man
who wanted a house and had no
knowlcdge of the art of huilding.
Yet the bricks and mortar must bc
there, or there can be no house, and
so we must collect the facts which go
to the building up of the structure of
knowledge, although the facts will be
barren and dead when there is no
knowledge of principles to bind them
together and make then an organized.
whole. A vise counsellor who
wishes to lead another in the path of
truc knowledge will never omit to set
these principles clearly before him.*

This is very much what we mean
when we speak of scientific know-
ledge as the airm %- all our studies.
Time was wher the word science
provoked a sentiment of aversion, of
opposition, almost of resentmient.
This time has now well nigh passed
away. Science has invaded every
province of knowledge and thought.
And with right -, for what do we
mean by scientific knowledge? We
mean knowledge which is accurate,
systematic, methodical. We mean
knowledge which results from the
careful collection, comparison and
co-ordination of facts. We mean
what Bacon calls "a knowledge by
causes," itself dead or barren, but

*" True knowledge.>" says Bacon, "is
knowledge by causes." Nov. Org. Aph. ii.
2; Works, iv. x19.
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which seeks to connect and har-
monize all the phenomena of experi-
ence. Such a knowledge as this cati
never be evil, but only good. . If
such knowledge is attainable, or in
any measure attainable, then as
rational beings we can be satisfied
with no other. It is sometimes,
indeed, feared by the supporters of
peculiar theories of religion or
civilization that the spread of science
will be the destruction of their
cherished opinions and dogmas. No
one who thus thinks can have any
solid faith in the system which he
professes. For assuredly science, in
the sense in which we have described
it, cati destroy noihing which lias a
right to be preserved. No truth can
be really in conflict with any ther
truth; and what is science but a
method of arriving at truth, of guard-
ing the seeker for knowledge against
error ?

By wlat methods, then, is know-
ledge best acquired ? This is our
next question. It is one which con-
cerns us all more or less, but which
obviously does most deeply concern
the young. Of course, it does not
concern them alone. Men must
never cease to accumulate knowledge
and to gain experience; and wise
men will to their lives' end submit
theinselves to that discipline which
is needful for the improvement of
the mind and the strengthening of
the will. And indeed no man is too
old to unlearn something of his
imperfecr ways of thinking and work-
ing; no man is incapable of being
taught how he may think better, act
better, live better.

When we speak of the beginning
of the acquisition of knowledge, we
are using relative terms. This work
is actually begun before we are con-
scious of it. At first we are little
more than passive; and even when
we become active, our activity is, for
a considerable time, so guided by

others that it can hardly be said to
be, in any complete sense, our own,
or to be animated by any definite
principles of which we are distinctly
conscious.

There comes a time, however,
when we have to consider what we
are doing in this matter, and on what
principles and by what methods we
are conducting our work, of whatever
kind it may be. Happy are they
who have not, at such a time, to
undo a great portion of all that has
been done for them by others: happy
if they have not to change, not
merely their opinions, for in most
cases this will be inevitable, but the
very principles of their thinking, the
very methods by which they have
been labouring towards the light of
truth and the certainty of knowledge.
Be this as it may, it is for us to do
our best to know and follow these
principles and methods which have
received the stamp of wisdom and
experience, and to persevere in them
with all the strength and energy of
a resolute will. These methods have
no longer to be sought for as an
undiscovered land. To apply them,
to work them out in our own life, can
never be quite easy for any of us,
until perfect self-abnegation is easy.
As far as the knowledge of them is
concerned, we have only to accept
the conclusions of the greatest and
wisest teachers of mankind and to
verify them by our own experience.

A useful way of approaching these
principles and methods will be found
by the noting of the chief hindrances
to the acquisition of knowledge,
whether moral or intellectual. In
pointing out the true character of
these hindrances we shall at the same
time be indicating the course which
should be taken if we would attain
true knowledge.

Beginning with the moral hin-
drances, there can be little doubt that
the most common causes of human
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ignorance and stupidity are conceit
and sloth.* Either of these vices is
almost sufficient, if it has full play, to
produce moral and intellectual ruin ;
but the two combined, and they are

C*. Pascal, Pens/es. (Ed. of Havet),
xxXVI.

sometimes found in combination, are
often destructive to everything that is
best in human character. We have,
therefore, no hesitation in placing
among the forermost requirements in
order to the acquisition of knowledge,
a humble mind and a willingness to
labour.

UNIVERSITY EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

BY CHARLES KENDALJ ADAMS, PRESIDENT OF CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

T HE great celebration of the twohundred and fiftieth anniversary
of the founding of Harvard University
lias just called attention anew to the
condition and tendencies of higher
education in the United States.
There were present at the festivities
in the early days of November not
only about 2,500 of the alumni of the
college, but representatives from
nearly all the other prominent institu-
tions of learning in the land, as well
as from several of the universities of
the Old World. Never before were
so many presidents of colleges and
eminent professors gathered togeth.,r
in the Western World. The note
that was sounded at the very begin-
ning of the festivities continued to
be heard to the end; and no one
could have been in attendance with-
out realizing, and in some degree
measuring, the extent of the interest
that is now everywhere felt in the
methods of higher education. Har-
vard is not only the oldest and largest
of our universities, but she is the
leader and representative of a ten-
dency that is exerting a vast influence
on the other colleges of the land.
Some account of this influence and
tendency ma- not be out of place.

The early history of our colleges
was shaped after the English model.

It has been estimated that within a
very few years after the settlement
of Massachusetts Bay the colony con-
tained as many as a hurrdred men
who had received the honors of
Oxford and Cambridge. When, in
1636, Harvard College was founded
by a gift of the Colonial Legislature,
and given the name of a son of
Emmanuel College in old Cambridge,
it was but natural that the methods
of the old colleges should be given to
the new institution. The other colleges
that in due course of time came to be
founded took on similar characteristics.
Nor was there any very striking or
radical change of method or of s'>irit
till past the middle of the present
century. The applicant for admission
was required to read easy Latin, and
to know something of Greek and the
mathematics. After his admission
he was expected to devote four years
chiefly to supplementing the frugal
knowledge he had already acquired
in those three great branches of learn-
ing. There was very little of the
natural sciences, there was even less
of the applied sciences; there was
next to nothing of history. In short,
until near the outbreak of our Civil
War, it might have been said in plain
descriptive prose, as has since been
said in the epigrammatic propagand-
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ism of the theory, that " a university
is a place where nothing useful is
taught."

But about the middle of the present
century it came to be seen that the
condition of higher education was
not satisfying the demands of the
country. Colleges had been multi-
plied in all· parts of the land, as if it
were the province of higher education
to carry itself to the door of every
man's home. The numerous religious
sects felt the necessity of having
schools for the training of the clergy.
These schools were the victims of a
somewhat active rivalry, and in con-
sequence it was impossible to raise
the low standard of scholarship that
prevailed. Nearly all of the newer col-
leges had attached to them as an inte-
gral part a preparatory school, the busi-
ness of which was to give students such
meagre prelitninary training as was
necessary for admission to the college
or university. Thus the colleges
were able to make a very considerable
show of numbers, though in many
instances the rolls were made almost
exclusively of pupils who might as
well have been in any one of the
primary or secondary schools of the
land. But the deceptive character of
this apparent prosperity could not
long be concealed. When statistics
came to be carefully brought together,
it was found that the relative number
of students in the higher courses of
instruction was steadily growing less
and less. It was also evident that
there was a widespread feeling of dis-
content with the courses of instruction
given. The clamour was everywhere
heard that the classical tongues were
no longer called for, that this is a
practical age, that if students are not
to be taught in the universities what
they can turn to use in the affairs of
life, they may as well get on without
the universities altogether. This feel-
ing it was which, ever growing deeper
and more widespread, had the general

effect of reducing the number of stu-
dents in all the colleges of the country.
Young men everywhere were going
into the professions without that pre-
liminary collegiate training which in
the early history of the country was
considered a necessary prerequisite
of success.

How should this evil tendency be
met and averted? Many ways were
suggested, and not a few were adopt-
ed. One of them was through the
establishment of separate technical
schools. In the older parts of the
country several schoots were endowed
for the purpose of affording opportuni-
ties for special training to such as
might have no opportunity or incli-
nation to take the more orthodox
course in arts. The Sheffield Scien-
tific School at Yale, the Lawrence
Scientific School at Harvard, the
Chandler Scientific School at Dart-
mouth, the Stevens Institute at Hobo-
ken, the Polytechnic Institute at Troy,
the School of Mines at Columbia Col-
lege, in New York, were all the fruits
of this impulse. In some of these
schools the course of study continued
through three years, in others it
extended, as in the old college
courses, through four. It will be
observed that there were two systems,
even of the schools above named.
Some of them were connected with
colleges already established, others
were entirely independent and iso-
lated. As a rule, however, it may be
said that in all instances independ-
ence went as far as to the establish-
ment of separate courses of study for
the separate schools. Students of the
regular college course and students
of the newly established scientific
schools never met in the same
lecture-rooms, although they might
meet on the same college grounds,
and might even be pursuing the same
studies in common.

As a class, these newly established
schools could not be regarded as very
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prosperonis. Whenever they were
established in connection with one of
the older universities, the students
never seemed to feel quite at home in
the companionship of the members
of the older college. Whenever they
were given an absolutely independent
existence it was often found that the
expense of establishing and keeping
up libraries, museums and the other
necessary appliances was much
greater than the financial condition
of the school would warrant. The
result was that although there were a
few very signal examples of success,
the experiment, as a whole, could not
be regarded as having changed the
general drift.

Another series of efforts was made
by establishing parallel courses of
study in several of the colleges and
universities already exiting. One of
the first to advocate such a change
was President Wayland, uf Brown
University. He presented with great
cogency the arguments which at a
later period became very familiar to
those engaged in educational affairs.
The necessity of change in methods
presented itself in two forins. In the
first place, it was irrational that every
student up to the close of his collegi-
ate course should be required, on
pain of forfeiting all chance for a
degree, to take precisely the same
course as that marked out for every
one of his fellows. The method in
vogue, it was urged, not only required
every candidate for a degree to take a
prescribed amount of Greek, Latin
and mathematics, but it also gave
him almost absolutely no opportnnity
of taking any more than the amount
prescribed. The old curriculum was
a hard-and-fast requirement that gave
no possible play for different abili-
ties and tastes. Such a method
could never develop to the highest
pitch of scholarship more than a very
small number of persons in any class.
Students are spurred on to their best

efforts only when their enthusiasms
are moved ; and a prescribed course,
however excellent in itself, can never
stir the enthusiasm of more than a
limited number of those who are
required to take it. The conse-
quence is that we are brought at
once to the second reason for a
change-namely, the inability of the
old method to draw within its in-
fluence any considerable number of
those who, under a better system,
would be glad to avail themselves of
a course of university study. The
very fact that the classes in college
were everywhere growing less and
less showed that the education given
was not the education that was
desired. The defect in the existing
system, it wa: said, was open to the
view cf any one who would observe.
There were large numbers of people
who do not admit the superior effi-
cacy of training in the ancient lan-
guages and in the mathematics, and
who assert that large numbers must
either go through life without the ad-
vantage of a liberal education, or the
requirements must be so changed as
to furnish the opportunities desired.

The agitation that ensued resulted
in the establishment of parallel
courses of study in several of the
universities of the country. In some
of the institutions favouring this
method of meeting the new demand,
what was known as a " Scientific
Course" was provided for. Greek
and Latin were either omitted alto-
gether, or were, required of the
students in only very moderate
amount. French and German were
given a prominent place in the new
requirements, and there was a gene-
rous introduction of history and the
various natural sciences. In short,
the effort was essentially the same as
that which in Germany had resulted
in the Real Schools, and the conse-
quent admission to the university of

1 students who had no knowledge of
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Greek, and very little knowledge of
Latin. h'lie new courses extended
through four years, and culminated
in the degree of Bachelor of Science.
There was also provision niade for
those who desired Latin, but had an
antipathy to Greek. German and
French were given the place held in
the old curriculum by the Hellenic
tongue, while the full quota of Latin
continued to be required. This
course led ordinarily to the degree of
Bachelor of Philosophy. Finally, a
fourth course was added, designed to
substitute for advanced studies in the
matheinatics and in the natural
sciences, studies in history and
modern literature. Some two years
in the preparatory schools, and about
the same length of time in the uni-
versity, were devoted to the modern
languages, after which the time of the
remaining two years was given to
studies in literature and cognate
branches. This course also led to a
degree-that of Bachelor of Letters.

This method of solving the prob-
lems of higher education was adopted
by a few of the older and by nearly
all of the newer institutions. From
1850 to 1870 it was what might be
called the predominant method.
Though the older schools clung with
a strong conservatism to the methods
of the fathers, the newer colleges and
universities in the middle of the
country and in the West almost with-
out exception adopted what may be
called the System of Parallel Courses.

While the success of this system
was perhaps such as to satisfy its
friends, it was not enough to convert
its enemies. The older institutions,
like Harvard and Yale, and the other
colleges of New England, practically
assumed that the system of parallel
courses was a surrender to Philistin-
ism in which they could take no part.
A few of them have maintained this
position to the present day. All of
the more prominent universities,

however, have felt themselves obliged
to seek the same ends by other
means. Harvard University has
been the leader of this third move-
ment, and the means by which its
ends have been accomplished is
known as the " Elective System."

Until about 1870 the courses of
study prescribed for the degree of
Bachelor of Arts gave to the students
very little latitude for choice. In the
fourth year the candidate had placed
before him a number of subjects
from which he was at liberty to
select enough to make up the requi-
site amount of instruction. But the
field of choice was limited, and the
variety of studies was correspondingly
meagre. This characteristic carried
with it, of course, the impossibility of
anything but very elementary work.
A little Latin, a little Greek, about
the same amount of the mathematics,
a trifle of history, taught in a very
dull way, for the most part from a
very dull textbook, the elements of
half-a-dozen of the sciences, includ.
ing psychology and logic-such was
the pabulum on which the college
student in one of the older colleges
was mainly obliged to be fed. It
can hardly be considered very sur-
prising that the relative number of
students in coltege was steadily de-
clining. But about seventeen years
ago Mr. Eliot entered upon his
administration as President of Har-
vard. It was understood that he was
chosen to his position as the repre.
sentative of a new and vigorous
policy that had already, in some
measure, been entered upon by his
predecessor. That policy involved
a multiplication of the courses of in-
struction given, and the offering of a
substantially free choice of courses
during the later years of the curri-
culum. Gradually this freedom was
extended down nearly to the begin-
ning of the course. Indeed, it has
now come to include, almost the
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whole of the studies of the freshman
year. Meantime it lias been practi-
cable to multiply the opportunities
afforded the individual student.
When everybody was taught as much
as anybody it was impossible to do
very much of any one thing. But as
soon as freedom of choice was
offered, it was found that students
demanded advanced courses, and
consequently advanced courses were
provided. The courses in every
branch of knowledge were so multi-
plied that in less than a score of
years the aggregate number was three
or four times as great as it had been
when the reform was begun. The
Harvard catalogue now shows an
array of courses in history, in politi-
cal economy, in the various sciences,
as well as in the languages of Europe
and Asia, that quite reminds one of
the wealth of learning offered by one
of the larger universities of Germany.
It is thus made quite possible for the
student to concentrate his work in
such a way as not only to learn a
little of many things, but also to
learn much of the particular subject
of his choice. The drift has been
toward the German rather than
toward the English methods; and in
the freedom of choice now afforded
the German limit has very nearly
been reached.

While this change has been going

on at Harvard under President
Eliot's inspiration and direction, a
similar tendncy has shown itself in
those institutions which at first tried
to meet the requirements of the age
by establishing "parallel courses."
It was found, not unnaturally, that the
decision early in life to pursue a
certain course of study was some-
times a premature decision, and con-
sequently that roon ought to be pro-
vided for subsequent change of pur-
pose. The system of parallel courses,
like the old classical courses, afforded
no roon for change of studies when
once a course had been entered
upon. It was everywhere found
necesary, therefore, to give something
of the sane flexibilitv to the new
courses that Harvard was giving to
the old. At the University of Michi-
gan and at Cornell University, the
two most conspicuous and prosperous
examples of the parallel course
system, the first two years are for the
most pari prescribed, while the last
two are for the most part elective.
Thus the student is afforded a two-
fold privilege of choice. He may
decide upon one of the parallel
courses when he begins his prepara-
tory studies ; then, after he has been
two years in the university, he may
choose with almost absolute freedom
from the hundred courses that are
offered.-Contemporary Review.

( To be continued.)

JAPAN.-A writer from C)tzu says that the
finest building there, as in many neighbour-
ing places. is the school-house. The build-
ing is lighted from one side, and ventilated
in all quarters. The pupils sit at desks of
the proper height-two at each desk. The
programme of studies in the common-schools
embraced the three " R's," history geo-
graphy, natural science, and, quite lately,
gymnastic exercises. Singing is also a part

of the course. A six years' course is obliga-
tory. In the next grade of school German
and English are taught. The University at
Tokio, and the medical school at Kioto,
which has a hospital connected with it, both
furnish the highest grade of instruction.
Many of the professors at the university are
German, and some of the chairs are filled by
other foreigners. The medical school was
started by a German, but is now carried on
by the Japanese themselves.
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WILL CULTURE OUTGROW CHRISTIANITY?

T HIS is the question asked by Pro-fessor Upton in his thoughtful
address to the students of a Theologi-
cal College which bas just entered on
its second century of existence-Man-
chester New College. It is certainly
a very fundamental question for the-
ology to propose, for if it is answered
in the afinrmative, a Theological Col-
lege vill be concerned with explain-
ing a creed which it can only offer,
and of course with more and more of
diffidence, to the acceptance of those
who appear to be untltted to survive
in the conflict for existence. There
m-ny be men who can teach wioh en-
ergy and eloquence a doctrine which
they fully expect to find less and less
acceptable to the majority of man-
kind ; but if there be such men, they
must combine to a very singular de-
gree personal energy with despair
of the victory of truth. As a rule, the
teacher who believes that the per-
manent current of men's thoughts is
against him, will either distrust his
own teaching, or despair of the learn-
ng capacity of ordinary men-and
either condition of mind will be fatal
to his power as a teacher.

Professor Upton, however, does
not think that culture is destined to
outgrow Christianity. He thinks that
the tide of naturalism is beginning to
ebb, that the belief in a being who, to
use Mr. Spencer's phrase, is above
personality rather than below it (what-
ever that may mean), is returning
even to the high priests of evolution
-nay, that, in Professor Upton's own
happy phrase, t is simply absurd to
expect " the sublime process of evolu-
tion to end in the melancholv fiasco
of the generation, as its highest pro-
duct, of a being utterly unsuited to
his surroundings; a being who hungers
and thirsts for satisfactions which

Nature is powerless to provide, and
who in pessinistic despair longs at
length to shuffle off the hated burden
of existence."

But while Professor Upton chooses
strong ground when be uses the very
conception of evolution to refute the
view that this process should have
produced a religious being only to
disappoint cruelly aIl the religious in-
stincts it bad fostered, he seems to us
to ignore in some degree the strength
of the evidence that for some time
back culture has been so far outgrow-
ing Christianity as to deprive a much
larger portion of the cultivated world
of its Christian faith than ever was
deprived of that faith by culture, at
least since the revival of learning.
Bishop Butler, indeed, testifies to the
existence of a fashionable world in the
time of George Il. whven it was not
so much as considered worth while
to regard the truth of the Christian
revelation as even deserving investi-
gation-and some of the divines even
of Butler's day were probably ration-
alists of the Deistic type. But even
then it was not culture which had
produced this decay of belief half so
much as general torpor of conscience
and worldliness of habit. Where life
and thougbt were most vivid; belief
revived. It was not then as it is now
-the abundance of thought, the rush
of fastidious criticism, the perplexity
of the intellect among the multitude
of counsels, tbe giddiness of specula-
tive earnestness, the bewilderment
engendered in the throng of com-
peting opinion, which paralyzed men's
faith. It was less culture than cynic-
ism which paral zed Christian feeling.
But now it may be said in a very real
sense that it is culturewhich endangers
Christianity-the consciousness of the
wideness of the field of knowledge,
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of the nunber and minuteness of the
dificulties in the way of conviction,
the daunting certainty that not even
the most learned of men can survey,
much less grapple with, the multitude
of the considerations which may be
fairly and honestly said to bear di-
rectly on the truth or falsehood of the
Christian creed.

Libraries may be collected on but
one aspect of the question; philology,
scholarship, critical learning ask to be
heard on one great class of questions;
philosophy, psychology, physiology
put in their claims to a hearing on an-
other ; then comes science with its
claim to establish the à priori impro-
bability, or if it be very rash it will
say, impossibility, of the Christian
story ; and then, finally, the student
of mythologies, and of the various
sqperstitions of the different savage
tribes, clainis to have his account of
the matter heard, in order that the
believer may learn from it a legiti-
mate self-distrust. Amid this wilder-
ness of evidence of all kinds, the man
of culture not unnaturally gets dazed
and paralyzed by all these cross-claims
on his judgment, and so it happens
that in his mind culture tends to out-
grow Christianity. In relation to all
aspects of it he finds in himself a
number of half-matured thoughts and
half-finished trains of reasoning, and
his mind becomes a mass of suspended
judgments and postponed investiga-
tions. Is it or is it not likely that, in
this sense, culture will outgrow Chris-
tianity ? It can hardly bc- denied
that in our own age culture has fre-
quently outgrown the political doc-
trines of all ages, the economical doc-
trines of the last age, and the social
convictions on ·which the cohesion
f society rpted ; and that in many

culuvatect minds, nihilism, socialism,
anarchism, have been the result, while,
in a very much larger number of culti-
vated minds, a deep despair of ever
attain'ng to certainty solid enough to

2

convince the multitude, has super-
seded all the old and firmly estab-
libhed convictions. Will not the same
process unsettle still more effectually
religious conviction ? Will any clear
guiding belief grow out of the crowd
of suspended beliefs in which the
tournament of controversialists has
ended ?

We should be disposed to think
that culture would very quickly out-
grow Christianity, if Christianity did
not positively prevent men from sit-
ting still only to imbibe culture. If
life were limited to the study of the-
ology, the study of theology would
soon become impossible. But as
Christianity was from the very first
mainly a gospel for the poor and for
those who were not poor only so far
as they found themselves unable to
separate themselves from their fellow-
men, so Christianity now will outgrow
culture, because it supplies the one
kind of food requisite to turn culture
from a solvent of all action into the
light and safeguard of wise action.
Just as the great German thinker, to
whom Professor Upton alludes at the
end of his lecture, found in the im.
perative demands of the practical rea-
son the real key to the insoluble rid-
dles of the speculative reason, so we
may say that all great thinkers have
found in the needs and urgencies
of the practical life the solution of
the insoluble difficulties of religious
thought. Professor Upton himself
contends that it is the witness in us
to the force and urgency of something
deeper and higher than ourselves in
the act of resisting sin or straining
after duty, which proves to us the
reality of God, and renders impossible
the view of the idealist that we are
merely following the beckoning of our
own spiritual fancies. Weil, that is
very true; but it would hold, we think,
of the caim of Christianity on us in
a sense which Professor Upton ap-
pears to ignore, when he makes light
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of the claim of Christianity to reveal
to us not only the love of a spiritual
father, but the grace of an atoning
sufferer who died a "ransom for
many." It is in the practical power
which Christianity applies to stir us
to combat with ovcrwhclning evils,
and to assuage the sufferings of peni-
tent guilt and self-abhorring contri-
tion, that it brings certitude to the
suspended judgment of pure culture,
and reveals the force which even the
impotent paralytic of the intellect may
share. Christianity reveals its mean-
ing not to the thinker, as such, but
to the man who is overwhelmed by
the sense of the needs and miseries
of his race, and who grasps at that
power, as a power from on ,high,
which will enable him to grapple with
these. Its language is not, " Sit and

be convinced," but, " Rise aid walk."
And already we seem to sec evidence
that in this age, as in other ages, we
shall flnd our Christianity again in
the strenuous effort to meet the vio.
lence, the impurity, the wretchedness,
the poverty, the squalor, the despair
of the most miserable of our people.
As Christianity wancs at the West
End of London, it revives at the
East. It flickers and goes out in the
breast of the student, while it flames
up in the heart of the man who is
really attacking evil in its worst strong-
holds. Culture is a wet-blanket for
Christian faith only so long as the at-
titude of the mind toward evil is pas.
sive. It becomes subservient to
Christian faith in the heart of the man
who is really following in the footsteps
of his Master.-Spet/ator.

THE POETS AS HELPERS.

IN this world of ours, with its tempta-
tions to conquer, its problems to

settle, and its personal struggles to
turn into triumphs, we need all the
help we can get. Carlyle has written
about the hero as pagan divinity,
prophet, poet, priest, man of letters,
king; but most of us, in our efforts
to be heroic, do not expect to reach
the honours connected with any one
of these names. Our heroisrn must
be shown in the daily round, which,
even for the greatest men and women,
is likely to contain much common-
place drudgery. When we have
done the best that individual char-
acter can do, we still need help; and
we turn for it to the heroic and the
noble in religion and in ancient and
modern history. Prophets and evan-
gelists and ministers of our divine
religion, leaders of thought, and poets
and other writers, must aid us on the
upward way. .

The "poet" was once the "maker;"
and his creations at their best ought
to be helpful makings. High poetry
can come only from a mind in some
sense high. The poet ought to be a
hero, now bold, now gentle and ivin-
some, but never a poltroon or a
superfluity. His function is some-
what akin to that of the soothsayer,
the teacher, the leader. Lowell, in
his Fable for Critics, compares our
modern Whittier with the minstrel
Taillefer, who led the army at the
battle of Hastings:
Our Quaker leads off metaphorical fights
For reform and whatever they cal) human

right-,
Both singing and striking in front of the war
And hitting his foes with the mallet of Thor.
Preaching brotherly love and then driving

it in
To the brain of the tough old Goliah of sin,
With the smoothest of pebbles trom Castaly's

spring
Impressed on his hard moral sense with a

sling.
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Vet Whittier, on his other side, is
sweet and gentle, winning us by mild
loveliness of thought and song.
However, he is no "idle singer of an
empty day," " neither for God nor
for his enemies," but one who has
suffered while he battled in life, and
therefore wants to help his brothers
while they struggle upvard. T his
wish bas been shared by many a
poet, from semi-mythical Cædmon
to Longfellow, and from Dante to
Hugo.

We should not forget, of course,
that the poet is not always bound to
preach, but may and must sing mere-
ly for the singing's sake. " Beauty
is its own excuse for being," and no-
where is this law more potent than
in verse. The poetry of the beauti-
ful is as old as literature and as fresh
and spontaneous as a flower by a
brook. The unsullied pleasures of
nature God meant us to enjoy, and
lie gave poets their powers that they
might spread and perpetuate the
pleasures we find in the tinted cloud,
the twilight ocean, and the song-bird
at dawn. But yet "the poetry of the
beautiful " has something in it beside
external nature for its theme. The
highest furnction of nature is to teach
sound lessons to the soul. Said
Emerson:

'hie brook sings on, but sings in vain,
Wanting the echo in my brain.

The beautiful in life and action is
nobler than the beauty of tree or
brook, and will be more enduring.
Mental and spiritual beauty do uct
depend on fleeting states or fortunate
circumstances. They will outlast the
very world on which we live, to which
our thoughts so often go out.

Poetry, in its highest estate, looks
toward the ideal radier than the real,
or toward the *deal in 'e real. In
very truth it bok; "up and not
dowvn, out and not in, before und nu
behind;" and therefore, by its mission

and nature, it "lends a hand." The
purely spiritual is the purely ideal at
its best. Ideal spiritual loveliness is
at once the vision of the Christian
and of the poet.

Poctry addresses itself to the mind
and soui at their highest. Sentiment
is universal, and always will be uni-
versai, notwithstanding crime, and
despair, and cold indifferentism.
The ideal is the realest thing in the
world. The treasures we bear in our
heart of hearts are not stocks, houses,
clothes, food, the material; they are
things of sentiment and imagination.
The " tender grace of a day that is
dead" is more than every earthly pos-
seIssion. The glory of a cherished hope
is "nearer than hands and feet." The
"light that never was on sea or land'
is the light that illuminates the holy
of hohes in our inmost souls. In
their idea of all this truth the poet
and the preacher are at one. "There
are more things in heaven and earth
than are dreamed of in Horatio's
philosophy." " Eye hath not seen,
nor ear heard, nor hath it entered
into the heart of man to conceive"
the things in store for us. The
" monitions of the unseen," as Jean
Ingelow calls them, teach us to say:
" Look to it: let us mend our ways."
An empty dream is one thing; but
the inner sight of an ideal glory is
that which encourages us to try to be
perfect as our Father in heaven is
perfect.

Thus the poets become our help-
ers when they pbint us to things
higher and truer and lovelier. They
restate for us the lessons we need to
learn over and over again. Every
race and every timce ri.lst have its
own po'ets, just as cvery :ew generation
must ha-e its own teachers. Dante
and Milton taught those of their own
time, id Gray and Wordsworth
those of later days. They still teach
us, but ve also need our Longfellows,
Whitt.ers, Enersons, Bryants, Tenny-
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sons,-for the poet of In Memoriam
and the Idyls cannot commit suicide,
-and Brownings.

It is unnecessary-indeed, it would
not bc possible-to make copious
quotations, in a single article, to
prove that the poets are veritable
helpers, and that the greatest of
them, in our own day and in pr.-vious
days, battle firmly and constantly on
the side of truth, righteousness, and
noble living. An atheistic, material-
istic, or pessimistic poct is seldom
found near the top of Parnassus,
though lie may grovel and whine at
the foot. We may hardly agree with
the once popular Philip James Bailey
that

Poets are all who love, who feel great truths,
And tell them; and the truth of truths is love,

but the converse is certainly truc :
that none can be a great poet who
does not feel the greatness of truth,
and the truth of eternal love, and
who does not desire to tell the world
what he himself feels.

Instead of multiplying examples,
let us take but one, Robert Browning,
who is at the present time the mos.
studied of contemporary poets.
There are Browning clubs in many
cities of England and ihe United
States, and half a dozen books have
been published within a twelvemonth,
devoted to the elucidation of his
writings. Browning is not studied
faithfully and almost reverentially by
his admirers merely because lie is
possessed of the lyrical faculty, is
master of a quaint descriptive power,
and is a dramatist of an original
order. Of much of his work could
it be said in truth : "The play, I
remember, pleased not the million;
'twas caviare to the general.» There
is a pleasure in cracking a hard nut,
in reading and praising a poet so far
from ordinary poets that he seems to
confer a sort of distinction on the
members of his cult. Among the

followers of Browning, of Emerson,
are some silly, attitudinizing pretend.
ers, who are lunting after eccentricity
more than after strength. But the
widespread study of Browning is
chiefly due to the fact that he is a
manly, liclpful force, who has studied
the world and its future, and has
something to say to its toilers. His
most characteristic short pocm,
" Rabbi ben Ezra," is simply a lofty
statement of the trustful philosophy
of a noble soul:

Our times are in Iis hand
Who saith, "A whole I pianned,

Vouth shows but h1f: trust God: see all.
nor be afraid i

Then, welcome each rebuif
That turns earth's smoothsess rough,

Each sting that bids nor sit nor stand but go!
B: our joys thrce parts pain i
Strive, and hold cheap the strain;

Learn, nor account the pang; dare, never
grudge the throe!

For thence-a paradox
Which comforts whilc it mocks-

Shall life succeed ini that it scems to fail.
"I, who saw power, see now love perfect

too:
Perfect I call Thy plan:
Thanks that i was a man I

Maker, remake, complete-I trust what
Thou shalt do i"

Let us cry " All good things
Are ours, nor soul helps flesh more, now,

than flesh helps soul 1"
Thou waitedst age ; wait death nor be

afraid I
Earth changes, but thy roul and God stands

sure.
So take and use Thy work,
Amend what flaws may lurk,

What strain o' the stuif, what warpings past
the aim 1

My times be in Thy hand I
Perfect the cup as planned I

Let age approve of youth, and death com
piete the same.

This great poem of trust and manly
spiritual bravery suffers by such
sampling as this; it must be read as
a whole but even these scattered
lines show its character and power
This is the poet who, instead of
saying with Swinburne, " What love
was ever so deep as a grave?" tels
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u, in "Evelyn Hope," that God
above "is great to grant, as mighty
:o make," and that he " creatcs the
love to rcward the love," so that lie
may be trusted for an eternity in
which world after world shall perish.
Browning helieves that '"love leads
the soul to its highest perfection ;"
he looks forward to scaling "other
heiglits in other lives, God willing."
Nor does this hope merely brighten
an earthly love, for " all things suffer
change savc God and truth." " I
trust," he says, "<in the compen-
sating great God," who " werc good
enough, though the world casts us
out." Before God "all service ranks
the same," for lie "ne'er dooms to
waste the strength He deigns impart."
Browning's philosophy of life is not
that of mere pleasure, for "all is
beauty, and knowing this is love, and
love is duty." Duty shows us that
"man was made to grow, not stop, "
-" why stay we on the earth unless
to grow ?"

Life is probation, and this earth no goal,
But starting-point of man."

"What's time? Man lias forever ;"
and in that forever the carthly part
is as true as the heavenly, and as
much a pdrt of God's plan. "Grapple
with danger whereby souls grow
strong," cheered with the thought
that u'timately "the battle element
must pass away."

NEvER use a hard word where an easy
one will answer as well.

IN consequence of the success of the
Township Institutes held in East Victoria
last October, it is proposed to hold one for
the Township of Ops and Town of Lindsay,
and another for the Township of Somerville,
during the last half of 1887. It is Proposed
to hold the former at Linds., t Friday,
Sept. 16, subject to change of date if neces-
sary.

Any one of the books of selections
from Browning, in the hands of a
thoughtful reader, could be made to
multiply such lines as these, and
perhar- to furnish better ones. In
the long-and by no means uniform-
ly praiseworthy-row of the poet's
works arc occasional faults ; for
Browning at times seems wilfullv
crude, careless, and obscure. But
whether lie writes in one way or in
another, in his own person or in his
dramatic characters, lie constantly
holds up the ideal element, as defined
in the beginning of this article:

I count life just a stuff
To try the soul's -trength on.

This poet, and the company of
nobler poets, would help us to try
harder than ever before to make the
most of ourselves, and make the
most of life. Emerson says of the
poet who in turn transmits his lesson
to his fellow-man:

Over ail his crowning grace,
Wherefor thanks God his daily praise,
Is the purging of bis eye
To sec the people of the sky:
Fron blue mount and headland dim
Friendly hands stretch forth to him,
Him they beckon, him advise
0f heavenlier prosperities
And a more excelling grace.
'i each him gladly to postpone
Pleasures to another stage
Beyond the scope of human age,
Frecly as task at eve undone
Waits unblamed to-morrow's sun.

-S. S. Timies.

THE County Council of the County of
Victoria has provided forms for monthly
reports to parents, for ail the schools in the
county.

Tu tap root of a system of government
in school is to furnish ail with employment
that is interesting to them, and at the same
time conducive to their highest mental and
moral development. To keep the imps of
mischief away, put the angel of business on
guard.
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OVER-ELABORATION IN PIMMARY TEACHING.

w!!li\ JLA1. lKuiNDN.

IN prescnting the topic assigned me,
I wish it understood that the

ovcr-claboration criticised has bcen
observed in thL lower grades of city
schools. In the average district or
mixcd school the tcndcncy is more
likcly to bc tovard under-claboration.
The faults to which attention is called
arc worthv of criticisn, and are dan;
gerous, not because thcy arc wide
spread, but because the primary
teacher who nost indulgcs in thcn
is too often the model for a host of
weaker imitators.

The ncw education brought us out
of an idolatry of wmords only to deliver
us too oftcn to an idolatry of things ;
as though tic teacher who failed to
vivify the word could not fail to vivify
the thing ; as though an object may
not be as unncaning a symbol as a
word. "The mind," says Carlyle,
"sces fi an object what the mind
brings the power of sceing." But,
" Ideas first, then words," " Use
objects to get thought," are inter-
preted to mean a mu!tiplying of
objective illustrations, a piling up of
apparatus for so-called sense culture.
Theory and practice are so different
that these excellent principles, the
wisdom of the sages, are constantly
being wrecked on the sea of practice.
It is consoling to believe that "a
grand and noble end vill wisely con-
trol all means to it." Yet every
great principle of education has
suffered fron extreme and mistaken
application. There is still the old
groping in the darkness for patent
methods and rules of thumb, the
follow-my-leader hunt for devices
with a pretended reference to some
faintly understood glittering general-
ity of pedagogical polity.

If wc once clearly undcrstand that
cvery truth lias limnitations, that the
wisest method may be used to excess,
we shall have donc much to guard
against the vacillating tendencies of
educational practice.

Our sterling principles of cduca.
tion we have always with us, but our
methods,-"no man knoweth whencc
they corne or whither they go." No
sooner am I familiar with the tcach-
ing of tcchnical grammar than the
craze for language lessons sets in.
Spelling was taught by the old fash-
ioned spelling book, spelling down
methods, when the wave of progrcss
carried out the book. Now whcn
one has made himself a crack tcacher
of spelling, without a book, bchold
the reviscd spclling book comes
sncaking back. So it was with
mental arithmetic. Wc had it; we
had it not; and now we have it once
again. It is rernarkablc how casily
these kinks come and go. Our
leaders ride their hobbies in and out.

G. Stanley Hall examines 6oo
little children in the Boston public
schools, and, as a result, finds that
90 per cent. of these do not know
where their ribs are. Then the cry
is raised : " What is the use of teach-
ing these children to read, when they
do not know where their ribs are?
What vill become of this great
American republic, if children are to
grow up without being taught where
their ribs are?" So the blushing
school-ma'am is set to vork to
develop the ribs. It is long since we
dethroned the object lesson. It once
had lordly sway. The porosity and
non-transparency of bread becane
household facts. Children were
everywhere being led to see that a
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horse had four legs, one on cach
corner and a tail in the middlc,
bchind.

Years ago pupils began the study
of arithmctic and other branches by
learning a serics of definitions. I
was taught that arithmetic is the
science of numbtrs and the art of
computation. To make this perfectly
clear, I had further to lcarn that
science is knowledge systematized
and ex-plained. I have never for-
gotten these definitions and I think
I never will, though it took ycarr. to
make them full of meaning. That
was the day of the old education,
when the mind was early furnished
with a store of truc and matured
forms to which a growing experience
gave greater significance; the day of
faith in text-books and lesson hearing.
1here was but little illustration,
objective teaching, or stimulation of
the perceptive faculties.

Then came the light of the new
education. No more memorizing;
out with the text-books; in with the
objects,-splints, beans, shoe-pegs,
corn, sand, stones, numeral frames,
charts, globes, pictures, co!ours,
moulding boards, anything and
everything-the more the merrier.
The child will now learn by doing.
All over the country the festive edu-
cator beamed with joy as he heralded
the era of " things before words."
' Create a need for a tertn before
giving it." "NIever tell a child any-
thing it can find out for itself."
These priniiples are so incontestably
truc, with limitations, that the poor
teache- must perforce accept them.
It is their accerfance without limita-
tion, that has led to the over-elabora-
tion so characteristic of the primary
work of to-day.

The teacher at first snuffed dubi-
ously at the boxes of new and untried
apparatus. She of the old régime
had her trade to learn over again.
The mighty work of "developing"

began. The child was told nothing
that by hook or crook could be
squeezed out of him. The plan is,
devclop what you want to teach the
pupil, that is, get him to tell it to
vou, and then feed him on his own
strippings. Hours for developing,
but not one minute for direct telling.
Be fertile in devising means of illus-
tration. Seek to make the simple,
simpler. Have your pupils boom
along impelled by the joy power.
That primary school in Vienna sup-
plicd with $25,ooo worth of apparatls
for illustrative purposes is lîetd up as
.n ideal. I visited a class of begin-
1ers where the teacher had a case of
.venty.two different sets of objects

,or number work, to say nothing of
devices for teaching reading and
languagc. 2 + 2 =4,-a fact great in
its siinplicity. But bring on the
splints and counters, the shoe-pegs
and corn, the teacher in a flurry of
enthusiasm ; and sec the unfortunate
fact put through the agony of devel-
opment. "Nne" is before the class.
It is to be developed. Momentous
occasion ! The class is worked up
to a pitch of expectant enthusiasm.
The child, after skilful manœuvring,
is led to see that this number is
made up of nine ones. They are
counted and fondled lovingly-almost
personified. It is then separated
into tvo fours and a one-poor little
one, he has no brother 1 So the
development proceeds, if any time
remains.

Arithmetic becomes number work;
geography, place lessons; grammar,
language lessons; spelling, talking
with the pencil. Technical terms
and diflicult words are rendered into
baby talk and nursery gabble.
Courses of study are overhauled, so
that the simple may precede the
complex, and each teacher grades
her work with the same view. The
teacher acs 'rr.s a power of detecting
shades of diffi:ulty, and always pro-
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ceeding from the simple to the less
simple by infinitesimal degrees. I
have heard an institute put in an
hour discussing whether 6 - 3 = 3 or
3 from 6 = 3 is the simpler form, and
the arguments adduced would delight
the scholastics of old, while one not
of the elect thought "strange, such a
difference there should be twixt
tweedledum and tweedledee." The
road to knowledge is no longer rocky
and uneven. It is boulevarded in
the highest style of the art. 1 re-
member listening for thirty minutes
to an exercise with a class of young
pupils. There was animation and
interest. Pictures, objects and charts
were liberally used. Not being clear
as to the object of the exercise, I
asked the teacher. She saidý "I
wished to develop the word 'man,'
but, dear me, it will take another
lesson." This brings to mind Dr.
Stearns' story of the boy who was
asked on his return from school:
" What are you studying, Charley ?"
"Ain't studying anything," he said.
"What ! don't you learn anything at
school?" "Oh, yes! learn what I
allers knowed."

You find these exponents of a mis-
taken gospel of the new education in
all schools. There is the teacher
into whose room it is safe at all-times
to bring the average visitor. Her
smile and manner are all the bcoks
prescribe. She is always beaming
and lovable. She is never at a loss
for some interesting point to bring
before the class. There is a maxi-
mum of talk and minimum of study.
The unsophisticated visitor comes
away thinking what a pleasant teacher.
she is. Her class are so much inter.
ested in their work! How different
from that stern Miss Sit-up-straight,
in whose room there is no rest for the
wicked and very little for the just!
Yet when the principal goes round to
grapple up the results of the year's
work, Miss Sit-up-straight's class aver-

ages up in the 90's, while the pretty
teacher explains away her 5o's by
showing the principal an article in
hei favourite school journal, showing
that true culture and mental growth
are not to be measured by per cent.
Tlese aie the folly of examination
cranks, aïd machine teachers. If.
the examination interferes with our
theories, so much the worse for the
examination. It must go. We rise
superior to it, and teach so that the
examiner gets nothing.

The mistakes are in these directions:
I. I There are few things so vicious

as the attempt on the part of teachers
to coax pupils' attention by supplying
a perpetual fascination through de-
vices or personal favour."

2. Instead of leading the child up
to higher intellectual levels, the
teacher comes down to amuse below
the mental capacity of the pupil.

3. There is an over-elaboration of
simple things, with illustrations too
numerous and too babyish. We are
not training to good mental habits
when an exercise leaves a class in a.
state of hazy repletion

4. Everything is brought ready
made to the mind. There are no
difficulties. It is goody on a spoon.
Sugar candy teaching in the lower
grades means dyspepsia in the upper,

These are the evil tendencies of
the new- education, they must be
checked. It is most necessary, as
Antisthenes says, to unlearn evils.
Our reaction from a tyrannical system
of teaching bas made us forget that
the end of teaching is not to place
certain information in the mind of
the pupil in the easiest way possible,
but to attend to its retention and
assimilation, and be sure that the
process strengthens mind and charac-
ter. If a pupil is. not capable of
walking alone, nothing he can have
to show can rescue his school training
from condemnation. The world of
experience presents difficulties for
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mastery, and the power acquired in
mastering those of the school is here
helpful. The youth for whon the
rough road of knowledge has been
made royal finds himself handicapped
in the struggle. The highest function
of the teacher is to make himself
unnecessary,

What President Eliot calls the
"Calvinistic " theory in education is
not advocated. By all means lawful,
make school interesting and attractive,
but let it be the interest and attrac-
tion which the stimulus of healthy
exertion always brings. Our pleasant-
est school memories are of hard win-
ters' work in meeting and over-coming
difficulties. We live in the pleasant
labours of the past. I have not
caricatured a present tendency, to
become an alarmist. John Stuart
Mill says : " When the principle of
making easy and interesting is pushed
to the length of not requiring pupils
to learn anything but what has been
made easy and interesting, one of
the c/dej objects of education is sacri-
ficed." And further he says: " The
new education, as it seems to me, is
training up a race of men who will be
incapable of doing anything which is
disagreeable to them." Dr. Stearns

predicts : " At no remote period a
reaction will set in against this fool-
ishness of teaching to which the de-
veloping methods lead, and, after the
manner of reactions, will be likely to
sweep away a good deal that is excel-
lent with the mass of follies it will
drive out."

I might multiply quotations from
other eminent modern thinkers. No
one can read the reports of recent
state and national educational con-
ventions without feeling that this
pathological tendency of the new
education is widely recognized. It
is becoming necessary to warn teach-
ers not to dilute the castor oil of
diffliculty with too much of the sweet-
ness of method.

The old education at its best forced
formulated knowledge on the child.
A germ of good seed was planted by
the apostles of the new education
when they proposed to replace for-
malism by " thoughts that breathe
and words that burn.» But the new
education, in-the hands of its mistaken
devotees, makes the teacher a variety
show of "sounding brass and tinkling
cymbal" and the child " pleased with
a rattle and tickled with a splint."

-Wisconsin Yournal of Education.

UNCONSCIOUS NEEDS.

f may be thought that with so
many needs of which men are

fully conscious,* and which they are
eagerly endeavouring to supply, it is
somewhat superfluous to recount or
consider those of which they -are
unconscious, and which cannot there-
fore trouble or distress them. If
they cannot, with 'ail their efforts,
respond to the many needs which
they feel, why lead them to search
for others of which they know noth-
ing? Yet the truth remains, that the
deepest and ruost pathetic needs of

humanity, those which appeal most
loudly for succour to such as can dis-
cover them, are largely unfelt and un-
known by the needy ones themselves.

This unconsciousness of real neces-
sities is not confined to childhood.
The youth entering active life has
many conscious wants. Full of vital-
ity, he desires to put it forth; he
craves success in his enterprises;
wealth or fame or love or glory seem
to him brilliant possibilities for which
he will strive. Yet none of these
things are so essential to his welfare
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as others of which he is profoundly
unconscious-a firm moral principle
that shall enable him to resist all
allurements to evil; patience, per-
severance, industry, economy, a
kindly disposition, a love of justice,
a benevolent heart. Whoever helps
him to attain his conscious wants
may benefit him and earn his grati-
tude, but he who can arouse within
him a sense of the deeper needs of his
nature and help him to supply them,
is his truest friend and benefactor.

This unconsciousness of the deep-
est needs is the greatest foe to all
growth and improvement. The con-
tentment cf the slave with his chains
forges them more firmly than the
tyranny of any master can do. It is
when the real need for liberty' be-
comes also a conscious need that the
era of freedom has begun. So with
other evils; as long as we are un-
conscious that they a-e evils, content
to abide in them, taking them as
matters of course to be accepted,
instead of foes to be conquered, so
long they will retain their power over
us. He who arouses us from this
torpor, who shakes us out of our
self-satisfied condition, even at the
risk of disturbing our passive ease
and comfort, renders us a far greater
service than if he ministered to a
thousand wants which our fancy is
constantly suggesting.

" TH E nation," says the American jour-
nal of Educationt, "lhas its roots in our
public schools, and national life is being fed
from this source. Whatever to-day we put
into these schools will manifest itself in the
national life of the next generation. As the
life of a nation consists in the virtue of its
people, it is the duty of every citizen to see
that the system of popular education estab-
lished by the State affords that moral educa-
tion which alone can give dignity and virtue
to the citizen, and secure ' good government
through good citizenship.' "

If this be true, benevolence has a
farther reaching service to render to
mankind than is usually supposed
Not merely to listen to complaints,
to relieve conscious suffering, and to
supply recognized deficiencies, is her
appointed work, but also to detect
the poverty that fancies itself rich,
the ignorance that thinks itself wise,
the grievances suffered unknowingly,
the wrongs inflicted unthinkingly, the
sins committed without remorse, the
woes endured without effort to avert
them. These are, indeed, needs
that should appeal to every kind and
generous heart. There are men and
women who cannot hear of a wrong
without longing to set it right,
whether that wrong is openly known
and felt or not. It may be a down-
trodden child unconscious of its
abuse, or an oppressed race which
knows not of its oppression, or a soul
sitting in darkness that never heard
of the light-their sympathies go out
to the needy one, and they long to
help him, even though he desires it
not. It is this spirit which is to re-
generate the world. The unconscious
needs of mankind are crying aloud
to those who have ears to hear and
heart to respond, and benevolence
has no better or greater work than to
reveal these needs, and to assist in
providing for them.-Philadelphia
.Ledger.

WHILE a word is yet unspoken you are
master of it. When once it is spoken it is
master of you.

IMPRESS upon their minds that tardy
pupils make tardy men and women-that
tardiness will produce negligence and care-
lessness ; that in being tardy at school, they
are forming the habit of going through life
tardy, always behind time, their work always
crowding them to such an extent that they
will never in their lives get ahead of it, and
have a resting spell.
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Notesfor Teachers.

NOTES FOR TEACHERS.

THE BEE'S STING A USEFUL TOOL.
-From lengthened observations, Mr.
W. F. Clarke, a Canadian, has come
to the conclusion that the most im-
portant function of the bee's sting is
not stinging, but its use by that
wonderful creature as a tool. Mr.
Clarke says that he is convinced that
the most important office of the beé's
sting is that which is performed in
doing the artistic cell work, capping
the comb, and infusing the formic
acid by means. of which honey re-
ceives its keeping qualities. The
sting is really a skilfully contrived
little trowel, with which the bee fin-
ishes off and caps the cells when they
are filled brimful of honey. This
explains why honey extracted before
t is capped over does not keep well.
The formic acid has not been injected
into it. This is done in the very act
of putting the last touches on the cell
work. As the little pliant trowel is
worked to and fro with such dexterity,
the darts, of which there are two,
pi-rce the plastic cell surface, and
leave the nectar beneath its tiny drops
of the fluid which makes it keep well.
This is the " art preservative " of
honey. Herein we see, says Mr.
Clarke, that the sting and the poison
bag, with which so many of us would
like to dispense, are essential to the
storage of the luscious product, and
that without them the beautiful comb
honey of commerce would be a thing
unknown. This is certainly a most
wonderful provision of nature.-
School Newspaper.

How To EAT WISELY.-As a uni-
versal rule in health, and with very
rare exception in disease, that is best
to be eaten which the appetite craves
or the taste relishes. Persons rarely

err in the quality of food eaten ;
nature's instincts are the wisest regu-
lators in this respect. The great
sources of mischief from eating are
three-quantity, frequency, rapidity
-and from these come the horrible
dyspepsias, which make of human
life a burden, a torture, a living death.
By eating fast, the stomach, like a
bottle being filled through a funnel, is
full and overflowing before we know
it. But the most important reason is,
the food is swallowed before time has
been allowed to divide it in sufficiently
small pieces with the teeth ; for, like
ice in a tumbler of water, the smaller
the bits are, the sooner they are dis-
solved. It has been seen with the
naked eye that if solid food is cut up
in pieces small as half a pea, it digests
alnost as soon without being chewed
a't all, as if it had been well mastica-
ted. The best plan, therefore, is for
all persons to thus comminute their
food ; for, even if it is well chewed,
the comminution is no injury, while it
is of great importance in case of hurry,
forgetfulness or bad teeth. Cheerful
conversation prevents rapid eating.
It requires about five hours for a
common meal to dissolve and pass
out of the stomach, during which
time this organ is incessantly at work,
when it must have repose, as any
other muscle or set of muscles, after
such a length of, effort. Hence per-
sons should not eat within less than
a five hours' interval. The heart
itself is at rest more than one-third of
its time. The brain perishes without
repose. Never force food upon the
stomach. All are tired when night
comes. Every muscle of the body
is weary and looks to the bed; but
just as we lie down to rest every
other part of the body, if we, by a
hearty meal, give the stomach five
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hours' work, which in its weak state
requires a much longei time to per-
form that at an early hour of the day,
it is like imposing upon a servant a
full day's labour just at the close of a
hard day's work. Hence the unwis-
dom of eating heartily late in the day
or evening; and no wonder it has
cost many a man his life. Always
breakfast before work or exercise.
No labourers or active persons should
eat an atom later than sundown, and
then it should not be over half the
midday meal. Persons of sedentary
habits or who are at all ailing, should
take absolutely nothing for supper
beyond a single piece of cold stale
bread and butter or a ship-biscuit,
with a single cup of warm drink.
Such a supper will always give btter
sleep and prepare for a heartier break-
fast, with the advantage of having the
exercise of the whole day to grind it
up and extract its nutriment. Never
eat without an inclination.-Ball'4
Yournal of Health.

HINTS TO OFFICIALS AND TEACHERS.

" I don't care how fine a scholar a
person is, if be lacks character he has
no business in the school-room."

It was our old friend, Mrs. Gray,
who made the above remark, and I
had scarcely time to join the group
surrounding ber when the lady con-
tinued :

"Now just let me tell you a few
plain facts. No class of people
exercise so direct ard lasting an
influence for good or evil as teachers.
Therefore no class is so important a
factor in the solution of human pro-
gress. The teacher is, to a. great
extent, responsible for the future of
the child, for he not only receives
him at so pliant an age, but has con-
trol of him for so long that he may
be said to mould his character.

" Children in the first stage of
development learn by observation.

They are imitative. The impressions
made during childhood are lasting,
for nature intends the child ato store
up facts by which in after years his
expressive, and still later his reflective,
faculties may be developed. Child-
hood is, therefore, the time to make
correct impressions, and the child
who is so fortûnate as to breathe the
pure moral atmosphere of a good man
or woman will be saved the pain of
spiritual amputation in after years.
Children are not able to appreciate
moral lectures, indeed much harm is
often done by those same moral
lectures, so that the example of a
teacher is of much more weight than
anything he may say, and any act or
word of his that awakens suspicion is
extremely unfortunate. No child will
respect or love a person whom he
mistrusts, and the teacher who occu-
pies this relation to a child can hope
to accomplish little. Children are
good critics. They detect better
than grown people blemishes in
character, and the remark, ' I do not
like my teacher,' is often the result of
a child's moral strength in detecting
and condemning wrong.

" The character of teachers, there-
fore, should be a question of grave
importance. Much attention has
been given to intellectual attainments,
and wisely too, but physical and
moral qualifications have been largely
overlooked. Thousands of persons
are licensed to teach every year of
whose character superintendents know
absolutely nothing. We see the result
of such carelessness in vicious and
ill-mannered children.

" Is it profitable? Is it humane?
Is it right ?

" To attain proper qualifications to
teach is the work of study, experience
and moral growth, but following are
some hints teachers might find useful:

" Never be too busy to greet your
children pleasantly.

" Don't be afraid of your dignity.
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If a boy enjoys talking to you about
base-ball, listen gracefully and tell
him anything of interest you may
know about the game ; it is your duty
to be interested in what interests your
children.

" Never be afraid children will
know you too well. If you are what
you should be, the more they learn
about you the better they will love you.

" Don't see everything that occurs
in the school-room; you will be hap-
pier, and so will the school.

" Never use authority simply to test
it. Its efficacy depends very much on
the stage of the disease.

" Never punish because you can
but because you inust.

" Never consider anything trouble-
some that gives your pupils either
pleasure or profit. Make each pupil
a study, and do not try ' to use them
all alike.' Did you ever hear of a

physician using the same remedy for
all diseases ?

"Give a child time to grow into
good habits, and do not be foolish
enough to teach him deception by
compelling him to do impossible
things; no one ever got his growth
in one day.

" No child is thoroughly bad. The
teacher who arrives at that conclusion
is not a good judge of character.

"Don'z think it a crime to laugh.
"Don't mistrust your children ;

lying and cheating are the results of
poor management.

" Do not preach too much, espe-
cially to boys.

"Do not frighten children by
severity, nor repel them by coldness.
Take them into your heart of hearts,
and watch them bud and blossom in
the sunshine of love."-C. C. RAàbo-
NEL, Exchange.

CORRESPOND EN CE.

To the Editor of THE MONTHLY:

SÎ,-The discussion of the Upper
Canada College question has revealed
a change in public sentiment since it
was before the country last; there is
unquestionably a growing sentiment
in favour of its continuance. It has
been proved, beyond doubt, I think,
that the colle;e endowment never
formed part ot the university endow-
ment on the one hand, nor the gram-
mar school fund on the other. The
following are the facts:

" In 1797 an address was presented
to George III. by both Houses of
the Province of Upper Canada pray-
ing for a grant of land for educational
purposes. In 1798 467,675 acres
were appropriated for those purposes.
Of this quantity of land 170,719 acres
were alienated by grants to individu-
als. In lieu. thereof 272,6oo acres

were appropriated to a similar p.r-
pose, giving a surplus over and above
the quantity deficient of ror,881
acres-and thus after deducting 19,-
282 acres-surveyors' percentage-
the total educational endowment of
the Province of Upper Canada was
549,217 acres. The appropriation
was intended to be applied as fol-
lows : The design was that there
should be a University and four
Grammar Schools and that the por-
tion of the University should be at
least equal to that for the schools.
Accordingly, King's College (now the
University of Toronto) obtained in
1828 225,944 acres, or one-half of
the whole endowment. Upper Canada
College obtained as its one-quarter
share of the other half of the endow-
ment between 1830 and 1835 63,-
268 acres. The other three-quarters
of that half were never made use of
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for educational purposes, except in
the way of sustaining what wcre then
called common schools, now public
schools. Thus the grant to Upper
Canada College was entirely separate
from that of the University of To-
ronto, and was never taken from it."

High School masters will not be
benefited in any way by the abolition
of the college; they may possibly be
benefited by its continued existence.
He is no friend of the teaching pro-
fession who will lend his hand to-
ward the extinction of any institution
of learning that is capable of doing
good work. There is enough Philis-
tinism abroad now without teachers
giving it any encouragement. Be-
sides, every High School maeter
knows that even in his own town or
city, where there is a good school,
there are boys who would be better
in a boarding school. The case of
these residing in rural districts, many
miles distant from a High School, is
much stronger. Not one of the High
Schools or Collegiate Institutes has
developed into a boarding school in
the true sense of the term ; it costs
too much to do this; and, besides,
the co-partnership of school board and
head master is necessary before such
a thing can be effected. Is this pos-
sible ? I think not. There is a very
general consensus of opinion that
the College should be confined to its
own sphere of work; viz., a residen-
tial schoo, for boys that cannot, for
several reasons, be educated at home.
If this be adhered to, it will fill a
mv'h needed place in our national
system of education. The abolition
of the co!lege will be followed by a
demand for exemptions from school
taxes of those who do not benefit
directly by the schools. There is a
demand for rèsidential schools, and
it is no answer to this to say that
the denominational boarding schools
are open to the class that cannot
educate their boys ac home; the ma-

jority of people do not believe in
denominational educational institu-
tions of learning that are sot directly
answerable to the public for their efli-
cient management. Give this agita-
tion the semblance of success and it
is hard to say where it will end.

HIcon SCHoL. MASTER.
25 th March, 1887.

WOODSTOCK COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE.

(BY SPECIA. CORRESPONDENT.)

T HE presence of the Hon. G. W.
Ross, Minister of Education, in

the Woodstock Collegate Institute,
will, no doubt, form an important
turnng-point in the history of this
Institution. The old Grammar School
was founded in 1843, and we may,
without contradiction, affirm that
efficiency has marked its every stage,
as hundreds of its pupils in almost
every part of the civilized world will
testify. The Hon. the Minister of
Education wPs now present officially
to raise it from the status of a High
School to that of a Collegiate Insti-
tute. The Board of Trustees were
in waiting, and conducted the hon.
gentleman through the various class-
rooms, laboratory, etc., of the build-
ing, with all which he was highly
gratified. The party then, about
half-past two p.m., entered the large
room, which was tastefully decorated
for the occasion, and filled to over-
flowing wi:h the pupils and many pro-
minent citizens of the place, who all
accorded a hearty greeting to Mr.
Ross. Mr. Wm. Grey was chairman
of the meeting, which was opened with
an instrumental selectior. There-
after an address from the Board,
read by Mr. Grey, was presented to
the distinguished visitor, who replied
in an address full of wise sayings and
earnest words. He was, he said, a
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believer in the influence exercised by
the îesthetic in architecture over the
minds of children. They had now a
beautiful and commodious building.
Nothing required by the depart-
mental regulations was wanting, but
he hoped the Board of Trustees
would find it convenient to get a
Music Master, and that the subject
of drill would not be neglected.

This was number eighteen among
the Collegiate Institutes of Ontario,
and he hoped to live long enough to
dedicate many more. The trustees
had done their duty, but good trus-
tees will not alone make a good
school. The next important element
is good pupils, and, while speaking
to the pnDils, he would advise thein
" to hasten slowly." The most
dangerous tendency of the present
day was that of being in a hurry, of
being anxious to pass examinations
too quickly, to have a short cut to
everything. That was not the way in
which we were going to lay the foun-
dation of a solid education. The
only way to build substantially is to
proceed step by step, laying the
foundation with great care. We must
do our work thoroughly. He pro-
tested against the system of veneering
in education. We are surrounded

with influences that stimulate us to
work rapidly, and these influences we
must resist. I hope, he said, that
the pupils of the school will derive
much comfort from their studies. If
you have a classical department,
which you have, so attend to these
studies, that you will master these
old models of pure expression, the
highest types of language which we
have. You bave one of the oldest,
most experienced and most success-
fui classical m:tsters in the Province
(Mr. Strauchon) in charge of the
department. Many are the pupils of
his that have taken honors, and it is
to be hoped that he will live to see
many more do the same. Then there
is the staff of teachers, and it is of
the greatest importance that the
teaching staff should be composed of
the ablest men obtainable, for it is
impossible to raise a school the frac-
tion of an inch above the level of the
master in charge. The present staff
had entered upon their work under
favourable circumstances, and he
hoped Woodstock Collegiate Insti-
tute would be favoured with alumni
of high attainments, who would look
back on the time of their attendance
here as the proudest period in their
lives.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

THE educatior of a people is a
very important part of that people's
life. The process is carried on by
various agencies - the family, the
church, the Public and High Schools
under Government inspection, day
schools, residential schools. Schools
exclusively for girls or for boys, or for
both together; colleges and univer-
sities. AU these various classes of
schools exist among us, and ail, we
have no doubt, are doing good work
for the community. The existence of

these schools is proof positive to us
that the people want them and that
the sovereign people will have them
-nolens volens.

That a day-school should say to a
residential sqhool, " I have no need
of thee," always reminds us that " The
eye cannot say unto the hand, I
have no need of thee; nor again, the
head to the feet, I have no need of
you."

The discussion re Upper Canada
College is a fair illustration of this
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illiberal spirit condemned ages ago.
Here we have citizens of this pros-
perous and growing province debat-
ing with the vim and ardour of Anglo-
Saxons whether a fair residential
school shall be continued or not.
We have not heard one educator ex-
press an opinion on the question
without confessing that such a school
must exist, that very many people in
our country must have such a school.
To tell these people, who pay heavy
rates for the maintenance, in effi-
ciency, of the Public and High
Schools, that if they need such a resi-
de-itial school they must support it
from their own resources is insolently
unjust. And it is only to add injury
in several directions to injustice to
apply this mode of reasoning' to a

school which has donc good work for
nearly sixty years, and continues to
do it. Both classes of schools are
required by the country, and although
objection has been taken to these
residential schools because they are
no! under a Government inspection,
enlightened educators know far too
muçh about the evils of the " machine
system" to consider this a valid ob-
jection. We strongly recommend the
Legislative Assembly now in session
to follow up vigorously the wise policy
of theit predecessors in 1797 and
1798, and establish three other well-
equipped residential schools (one of
them at least for girls), and we do
hope that we shall hear no more of
the dangerous proposal to quench a
light, clear and increasing.

SCHOOL WORK.

MATHEMATICS.
ARCHIDALD MAcMURCHY, M.A., ToRONTO,

EDiTOR.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

MATRIoULATION EXAMINATIONS,
JANUARY, 1887.

ARIT.HMETIC AND ALGEBRA.

Examiners-Prof. A. G. Greenhili, M.A.,
and Prof. M. J. M. Hill, M.A.

1. Simplify

_3-+ 2 × 3

77 33 2, x3 3-ý
2. Find the square root of •121 to five

places of decimals.

3. Calculate the value of

(• 8)×('ýooo4)
(. Oi) x (.cxo 4 j
.013)×x (.oî5)

4. Prove the identity

x-bx+a'~ x*+bx+a
2

+ XI +cx+ a' x*2~cx~ial

2 (bt -c)x'

1(x' +a')' - (b* +c')xS (x' +a*)' +b*c'x'

5. Express in factors of the first degree
the L. C. M. of the two algebraical expres-
sions

6x' -7x' - I Ix+12,

and 12x4 - 56xx -45x2+I13x+6o.

6. If x=i, find the valhes of y and z
which satisfy at the sane tine each of the
three equations-

3x- 2y -2z=1,

5x -8y -5z=6,
-4x- 2y+Z=3.

If x=o, what values of y and z will satisfy
at the same time the sane three equations?

7. A person has a certain amount of 4 per
cent. stock. He sells it at I17J, and in.
vests half the proceeds in 2 per cent. stock at
96, and th, rest in 3 per cent. stock at 99.
He then finds that his annual incone is re•
duced by £20. What amount of the original
stock had he ?
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8. On incomes of less than £s5o no in-
come tax is levied ; on inc.ome betwecn
/150 and £400 the tax is levied on the
amount of the income lcss £120; on in-
comes over £400, the tax is !evied on the
full amount of the income. Find the re-
spective incomes of a man and bis wife
when the revenue obtains tvice as much by
treating the two incomes as one as it would
if it treated them separately, it being known
that the man's income is three times that of
his wife, that the wife's income is less than
£15o, that of the man betwcen £150 and
£4oo, and that the two incornes together
cxceed £400.

9. The sun of the 5th and s5th terms of
an arithmetical progression is equal to the
sum of the first and last terms. How many
terms are there in the progression ?

If, further, it be known that the first tern
is zero, and the middle tern 16, what is the
sum of this progression ?

Io. If s be the sum of the geometric pro-

gression +3 3 +....+-3
1o 102 103 lon

show that

3 / 2 6
10 s + 1+ 7j- +-

Ion* 10+1 Ion + l

4 2 1
Ion +1 of 10 7 0211+4

LATIN GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION.

Examiners-Prof. R. Y. Tyreli, D. Lit.,
LI.D., M.A., and Prof. A. S. Wilkins,

Litt. D., L.D., M.A

i. Decline together in the singular vilior
supellex and firvens iecur, and in both singu-
lar and plural ater cinis.

2. Give the fir:: p::rson singular of the
present and perfect indicative active, and
the present infinitive active, of the verbs
from which come fietus, fixus, fultus, laces-
situs, oblitus, refertus, tritus, vinctus.

3. Distinguish between ara and ar,, libe
and Ibet, nidlus and nålus, patère and
Pa!4re, üti and uti, vitium and viim.

Write down the adjectival superlative
forms corresponding to citra, extra, infra,
intra, prope.

3

5. Give the perfect indicative active (rst

person) and the supine of auferre, emere,
fodere, lavare, reptierc, reperire, secar. lexcre.

6. Express in Latin, by the use o! the im-
personal verb.

(a) Wc have come to the temple of Vesta.
(b) Both sides fought bravely.
(c) The Carthaginians firmly rcsist the

Romans.
(d) Claudius went to meet H{asbrubal.

7. Translate the following quotations,
making any obscriations which may occur
to you on the meaning or construction .

(a) Surgit amari aliquid.
(b) Volito vivus per ora virum.
(c) Varium et mutabile semper.

Femina.
(d) Laudator temporis acti.

Se puero.

8. Explain and illustrate the uses of the
conjunction cum with indicative and with the
subjunctive.

9. Translate into Latin prose (five only
are to be tried):

(a) CSsar, having gained this information
(ure ablative absolute), advanced by forced
marches on Marseilles.

(b) Observe, fellow-citizens, that not only
)our revenues, but your lives are at stake.

(c) He rode for a day and a night without
ever dismounting.

(d) This path to fame has always been
open to all the best men.

(e) 'Tisnot inmortalstocommandsuccess;
But we'll do more, Sempronius, we'Il

deserve it.
(f I asked him what. o'clock it was, but

he gave me no answer.
(g) He asked if I hal read the argument

of Socrates for the immortality of the soul.
(h) How happens it that no one is con-

tented with that lot which his own choice
bas assigned to hi or chance has thrown in
bis way ?

To help the young soul, add energy,
inspire hope, and blow the coals intoa useful
flame; to redeen defeat by new thought, by
firn action, that is not easy,.-that is the work
of divine men.-R. W. Emerson.
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CLASSICS.
G. Il. RotPNsoN, M A., TORONTO, EtOrTOn.

BRADLEY'S ARNOLD.

nY M. A.

Exercisc 32 A.

1. Pollicetur se civibus tuis auxilio brcvi
venturum esse. 2. Tum sicario crucntum
pugionem e manibus extorsit. 3. Vercor ut
hxc tibi honori sint futura. 4. Quid sibi
isti vclint parum intellego. 5. Tanto proelio
interfuisse summo tibi est honori. 6. Dubi-
tari non potest quin ejusmodi superstitio
homini sit opprobrio. 7. Vercor ne hoc cis
qui reipublicS prtesunt et detrimento sit

(futurum 138, 139) et dedicori. 8. Cassius
illum rogitabat, cui res bono futrit. 9.
Rempublicam quaestui habere turpissimum
est. 1o. Quoerere velim quem locum domi.
cilio elegeris (164). 11. Vereor ne hoc tibi
magno sit et dolori et opprobrio. 12.

Puerum monebo quanto sit opprobrio fidem
fallere. 13. PoIlicitus est se Cyprum eis
insulam dono daturum esse. 14. Spero eum
intellecturum esse quanto omnibus sit odio
crudelitas. 15. Tum Cesari ad pedes
legati Gallorum se projecere. 16. Videtur
et odisse populum nostrum et nobis odio esse.
17. Spero me tibi auxilio cum duabus
legionibus brevi venturum esse.

Exercise 48 B.

1. Poetam quem singuli negleximus (or
neglebamus, the habit) universi laudamus.
2. Stat a nobis optimus quisque ac sapien-
tissimus- (or stant . . . omnes boni ac

sapientes), et quos diligimus admiramurque
eos cadem que nos sentire cupimus. 3.
Ut quisque plurimum civitati prodest, ita
apud cives maximi fit ; miles hic fortissimus,
reipublicoe fuit idem gubernandS peritissi-
mus; utramque igitur ob causam summa
laude et honore florebat. 4. PersOepe fit ut
quanto quisque stultior est ac rerum imperi-
tior tanto sit loquacior pertinaciorque. 5.
Tritum illud levissimum quemque aliud alio
tempore (or alias) appetere. 6. Jam satis ap-
parebat (46 C) hostes primo quoque tempore
castra nostra aggressuros fore, eosdem occa-

sionem idoneam expectaturos. 7. Qui uni.
versis nobis salutem attulit, cum singuil
descrimus destituimusque. 8. Persuasum
sibi habere credo optimum qucmque, nullo
modo ficri posse ut cunctando difícrendo que
quidquam effciamus ; ut procerto sciarm pro.
perato potius quam consulto opus csc. 9.
-Egrc illud civibus persuasit hostes nihil fere

singulos posse, conjnctos plurimum. o.
Tuni cuncti, pro se quisque interroganti
responderunt ; hoc facto plcrique senatum
orare, universos singuosque obtestati, ut
consules primo quoque tempore alter am.
bove sibi succurrerent.

SCIENCE.

IN California, if anywhere, forestry should
claim proper attention from the state ; and,
apparently on the principle of better late
than never, the first biennial report of the
State board of forestry is now issued. A
region like middle and southern California,
on the borderland between suflicient and
insufficient rainfall, where irrigation is essen.
tial to agriculture, must care for its streams,
and must therefore care for the forests where
they rise. By this it is not intended to
assert that forests exercise any control over
the amount of rainfail, and it is a satisfaction
to see that this popular fallacy receives no
very direct support in the report under con.|
sideration : but as regulators of discharge by
streams, the importance of the relation be.
tween forests and rainfall cannot be ques.
tioned ; and in a state like California, where
the forests are peculiarly limited to the
higher, rough, non-arable lands, whence the
streams flow down to the farms below, the
preservation of a fair share of the trees is a
prime necessity. In the southern part of the
state the balance of conditions is so delicate,
that the forests merely survive, but have no
recuperative power. If destroyed, they do
not spring up again, but leave the surface
barren. It is in such districts that mudl
damage has already been done, not only il
defacing the hill country, but in increasini
the irregularity of stream-flow. The rai:
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runs off (rom a bare hiliside in a violent
flood, carrying soil and gravel with it, and
leaving no store of moisturc in the ground to
supply springs in the dry season. The
forestry board and the rchool of forcstry,
inaugurated at Los Angeles in the University
of southcrn California, have therefore a
large work before them, that must bccome
of much value to the state.-Scitnce.

Tut character of the Friday-evening
lectures at the Royal Institution (the scene
of the labours of Davy and Faraday) is
nrobably well known to most rcaders of
Science. The aftcr.Christmas series was
opened by Sir William Thomson, who
discoursed to a brilliant audience upon the
probable origin, extent and duration of the
sun's heat. 'Adopting, apparently unreserv-
cdly, Helmholtz's theory of its origin being
due to the shrinkage of its mass, owing to
gravitation, he pointed out that gravity was
271 times as great at the sun (at present) as
at the earth, and how different, therefore,
solar physics were from terrestrial. The
mystery of the relation between gravitation
and the other properties of -.atter had
hitherto proved insoluble. A body falling
through only forty-five kilometres on to the
sun's surface, would develop more energy
than any known chemical combinations, and
hence he relegated such combinations to the
domain of the determining influences of
merely incidental changes. Much time was
devoted to calculations of solar energy from
the point of view of the "mechanical equiva-
lent of heat." The amount of solar shrink-
age was probably abc-tt o.o per cent. of his
diameter in 2.000 years. Fifteen million
years ago the sun was probably four times
its present diameter, and in another twenty
million, its density will equal that of lead,
and the activity of solar radiation will pro-
bably greatly diminish. At present it was
about 75,000 horse-power per square metre.
Looking back, although biology demanded
more time, the study of dead matter would
give twenty million years as a maximum
past limit, and ten million years as a maxi-
mum future limit, -of the heat rççive at

j present by the carth from the sun. The
speaker crcated some amusement, towards
the end of his discourse, by admitting that
"-However, after all, wC know nothing
whatever about it !"-Scirnee.

C LAS S-R O O M.
.. B. DAV;r.N, lIlenid Maf.ter Public School,

Sault Ste. Mar,. Editor.

ARITHMETICAL. PROBLEMS.

For MONTnLY.

i. The product of two numbers when

nultiplici by -3 is *0005: one of them is
•oo5 ; find the other. Ans. *3-

2. On one side of a street 5I. miles long
arc planted chestnut trees, 24 feet apart, and
on the opposite side are plantcd maples, 21
feet apart. Telegraph poles 56 yards apart,
and lamp posts r44 yards apart are placed
along the same street. How often will the
trees and the posts be exactly opposite one
another? Ans. ir.

3. A can do a work in 8 days when B
helps him 4 days; B can do it in 16 days
when A helps him 2 days. In what time
can A and B working together do a piece of
work three times as great as the former?

Ans. 20 days.

4. A tree, 150 feet high, in falling broke
into throe pieces; 2 of the first piece was
equal in length to: of the second piece, and
j of the second piece was equal to T

1 of the
third piece. Find the difference in length
between the first and the third pieces.

Ans. 18 ft.

5. In a cask the wine is to the water as
3 to r. When io gallons more water are
added the wine forms 1 of the mixture.
How many gallons of wine are there?

Ans. 30·

6. An estate agent bought two lots, the
first cost A of the second. In selling them
he gained 1 on the first, and lost 1 on the
second. His net gain was $Io. Find
(a) the cost of each lot ; (b) his gain per
cent.

Ans. (a) $r,ooo, $1,zoo ; (b) ?f per cent
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7. A man bought fror a merchant what
he supposed was $2.50 worth of tea, but by
the usc or false &cales he wa cheated I.5
cents. Find the truc weight of the mer.
chant's "pound " wcight. Ans. 15 07.

8. A merchant bought a bankrupt stock
at 62à cents on $i. On half the sto.k lie
realizcd ro per cent. less than the original
price, and on the remainder he reAlizcd 40
per cent. lcss. Find his gain per cent.

Ans. So per cent.

9. How many lots, each containing 1 of
an acre, can be made from a picce of pro-
perty 44 chainS square ? Anse. r i.

ro. 'A man has a square field containing
2j acres. How many furrows, each 9 in.
wide, must he plougli across i; to turn up an
acre? Ans. r76.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
ONTARIO.

GOMfA AND PARRY SOLTND TEACHERS'
EXAMINATION, JULY, SS6.

ARITHMETIC.

Time-Two bouts and a hall.

i. Define factor, highest common factor,
least common multiple, per cent., discount,
decimal, decimal fraction. [7.]

2. Simplify:

1og -71x 83 12i .
(a) 9 - x + 3 " + r80.12?, - 9 « 19/ 16T . "

P'5.1
(b) 7, -8A - 124 + 71

-(5H -63-71 +1o)+15 r. [15.]

3. A merchant bought a quantity of cloth
at 3 yards for i shilling, and T, as much at
5 yards for 2 shillings; and sold the whole
at i5 yards for 7 shillings. How many yards
at this rate must he sell to clear $1.12?
(20 cents to the shilling). [i5-.

4. A and B can do a piece of work in 20
days; B and C can do the same work in
25 days, and A and C in 30 days. If A and
B work 5 days, and C 20 days, how long
will it take B to finish it ? [14.]

5. A speculator loses j of his money and

then gnins $14 i he then loses i of wh; hç

now han, and gains $8, when ha retires a
he bcgan. What amount had he at first?

[:2.)

6. A merchant has tca worth 30, 40, 80
and S3) cents per lb. respectivcly ; he wishes
to make a mixture amount:ing Io 8U lbR. co

as to sell At 70 cents per lb., and gain 20 per
cent. on the whole. How much of cach
kind must he use ? [:5-)

7. A broker invcstcd a certain sum of
moncy in railway stock at 88 and paying 6
per cent. dividcnd, and four times as much
bank stock at 80, and payine 5 per cent.
dividend ; his income from both invcstments
was $1.400. lIlow much did lie invcst in
cach kind of stock? [:5.]

8. The amount cf two notes is $4oo; they
are drawn for one year; the one is discounted
at a bank, and the other at truc discount.
The sum of both discounts is $38. Money
being wortl. ro per cent. what is the face of
the note discounted at bank discount ? (r5.i

9. How far may a Loat, whose velocity is
8 miles an hour in still water, go up a
stream whosc rate is 4 mile: an hour. ro
that the round trip (gcing and returning)
may take only cight hours? [12.)

ro. Two vessels, one in the form of a cube,
and the other in the form of a cylinder, to.
gether hold 7111 gallons of water. The
diameter of the cylinder is :6 inches, and
the depth of side 30 inches. If a gallon of
water weighs îo lbs., and a cubic foot 1,ooo
ounces, find the dimensions of the cube.

PRIMARY SCHOOLS (lHrr.ADELirnu).

TERM EXAMINATION, JUNE t6, :886.

SEVENTH GRADE-DRAWING.

r. Draw two horizontal parallel lines
entirely across the paper', and five inches
apart. From the lower to the upper draw
eight oblique parallel lines one-half inch
apart. (Credits o to 15.)

This is to be done by the class simultane.
ously; the teacher counting one, two, three,
four, five, etc., for the lines in succession
with a sufficient pause between. But ont
trial tq be allowed, and no erasures.
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a Dictation--(a) Draw a circle whorc
dimcter shall be thrce inches. (b) Draw
its 'vertical and horizontal diametcrs. (r)
Join the ends of the diameters by curves
bending inward. (d) In the centre of the
circle draw a square, side one inch. (Credits
o to 25.-a, zo b, c. d. cach 5.>

This exercise is to bc drawn entircly frc-
hand. No measurcmcntt arc to b allowed.
The dictation is not to bc roritten on the
board. The pupils will draw the figure but
oncc.

Give one stcp at a time. and wait a rcason-
able time berorc procccding with the ncxt.

3. Place the cone and the triangular
pricm, with its flat side toward the pupils,
in an upright position, one inch apart. The
pupils will dr.aw an outline rcprcscntation of
these solidx, actual size. Use the large
solids. (Credits O to 25.)

This cxcrcisc is to he drawn entirely frce-
hand, and measurcmcnts arc not to be
allowed. The dimensions are not to i
mentioned or suggested in any way.

4. Place a tumbler before the class, lying
on its side, and require the pupils to draw
an outline of it in this poseion, actual size.
(Credits o to 15.)

This cxercise is to be drawn cntircly frec.
hand, and no mcasuremcnts are to be
allowed.

5. In a circle whose diameter is fouc
inches, make an arrangement of straight and
curved lines to form a simple dcsign.
(Credits O to 20.)

The circle may bc drawn with instru-
ments. The curves and the straight lines
forming the design must bo drawn entirely
free-hand.

EIGHTIH GRADE-DRAWING.

i. Draw two horizontal parallel lines
entirely across the paper, four inches apart.
From the upper to the lower draw eight
parallel curves. (Credits o to 15.)

This is to be done by the class simultane-
ously; the teacher counting one, two, three,
four, five, etc., for the lines in succession
with a sufficient pause between. But one
trial to be allowed and no erasures.

z. Dictation.-(a) Draw a circle 4 inches

in diameter. (b) Draw its vertical andi hon.
zontal diametcrs. (e) Join the ends of the
diamcters by curves bcnding inward. (d)
In the centre of the igurc draw a circle one
inch in diameter. (Credits o ta 25,-a, io;

b, c, W, each 5.)
This exercisc is to be drawn entirely frec.

hand, and no measurements arc to be
allowed. The dictation is not to be writtcn
on the board, and the pupils arc to draw the
figure but once.

Give one step at a time, and wait a reason-
able time before procceding vith the next.

3. Place the cone and the triangular prism
in an upright position. one inch apart ; the
prism, with flat side foward the pupils.
Thc pupils will draw an autline of thcse
solids a% they stand. actual size. Use largc
solids. (Credits O to 25.)

This exercise is to be drawn entirely frec.
hand, and measurements arc not to be
allowed. The dimensions oi the solids arc
not to be mentioned or r.tggcstcd in any
way.

4. Place before the c) eis a pair of scissors
partly open, with points downward. Re-
quire pupils to draw an outline of thcm,
actual size. (Credits o to 15.)

This exercise is to be drawn entirely frec-
hand, and measurements arc not '.a be
allowed.

5. In a square whose side is four inches,
draw a design composed of the following
unit . (Credits o to 20.)

The construction lines may bc drawn with
instruments. The design must be drawn
entirely frce-hand. Tracing is not to be
allowed.

EXAMINATiON QUESTIOJS. SAN
ANTONIO PUBLIC SCHUOLS.

E.xamination of Teachers, August 16-21,
1886.

ENGI.ISII GRAIMMAR.

r. How are sentences classified with re-
spect to use ?

z. How are sentences classified with re.
spect to form ?
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3. (a) Decline the pronoun I, (b) the pro.
noun thou.

4. But war's a game which, were their
subjects wise, kings would not play at. (a)
Parse war's, which, were. (b) What kind
of a sentence in form ? (c) What is the
subject ?

5. Write a synopsis of the verb go, indica.
tive mood, first person, singular number, in
ail the tenses.

6. Define (a) grammar, (b) mood, (c) tense,
(d) person, (e) number.

7. Make sentences containing the relative
pronouns as, that, vho, which and what.

8. Write a sentence having two verbs in
different moods and in different voices.

9. What is the difference between model
adverbs of manner ?

io. Copy the following, punctuating pro-
perly, and using cr.pitals where required.
Your penmanship will be graded on this:

What tubero did that naked sword of
yours mean i n the battle of pharsalia at
whose breast was its point aimed what was
then the meaning of your arms your spirit
your eyes your hands your ardor of soul
what did you desire what wish for i press the
the youth too much he seems disturbed let
me return to myself i too bore arms on the
same side.

ARITHMETIC.

r. Find the greatest number that will
divide 748 and 927, and give the remainders

13 a-d 17 respectively.

- A Simplify.
34 + 52.

3. A. and B. contract to do a job of work.
A. does 7.15 and B. 8.15 and B. receives
$25 more than A. How much did each
receive ?

4. A. and B. located at different points to
observe the beginning an eclipse of the
moon. By A.'s time the eclipse begins at
1o p.m., and by B.'s at 12 hrs. 15 m. a.m.
What is their difference of longitude, and
which is west of the other ?

5. Find the cost of 4o boards 14 ft. long,

9 in, wide and 3 in. thick, at $2.75 per C.

6. Sold flour so as to gain 2.5 as much as
it cost. What per cent. was gained ?

7. A man paid $175 for insuring. his
dwelling, at 7-8 per cent., and $:oo for in-
suring the furniture, i 1.4 per cent. If both
are destroyed by fire how muc' he entitled
to receive ?

8. A. engaged in business with a capital
of $5,ooo ; 3 mos. afterwards lie took in B.,
with a capital of $6,ooo ; and 4 mos. Jater
he took in C. with $ro,ooo. At the end ot
the year their profits were $io,ooo. What
is the share of each ?

9. How much more will it cost to enclose
with a fence. î6o acres of land at $4/7 a rod,
if in the form of a rectangle 320 rd. long and
8o rd. wide, than if in a square form ?

to. A cubical box contains 9,261 cubic
inches. How many square inches in one of
its faces ?

GENERAL HISTORY.

x. To which of the three branches of the
Caucasian race do the following belong:-
Chaldeans, Phœnicians, English, Persians,
Assyrians.

2. W¾at were the Punic Wars ? (b)
Name two great leaders in those wars.

3. By what armies was the Battle of
Marathon fought? Which army was vic-
torious ?

4. Name the three great tragic poets of
Greece.

5. What four conquests of Éngland have
been made?

6. (a) What were the Wars of the Roses ?
(b) Why so called ? What battle decided
the contest ?

7. What was the cause çf the Crimean
War? (b) How did it result ?

8. What caused the War of the Austrian
Succession ? (b) What was the result ?

9. What were the chief causes of the
French Revolution of 1789 ?

io. By wnat armies was the battle of
Waterloo fought? Who were the 'com-
manders ? Which side was victorious ?
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CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

" EDUCATION " for March contains a
useful article on "English Grammar, viewed
from all sides," by Prof. Edward A, Allen.

THE March Atlantic is a readable num-
ber. Perhaps most of us will enjoy Dr.
Holmes' " Hundred Days " more than any.
thing else.

THE School Newspaper provides pleasant
accounts of what goes on in all parts of
the world. The selections are varied and
judicious.

A RECENT nunber of the Overland con-
tained an interesting article on the Training
School for Nurses in San Francisco. The
March issue is rich in the local sketches for
which this magazine is noted.

THE work oi our valued exchange, the
Sunday School Times, grows more important
and useful year by year. Able. scholars and
teachers contribute to' its columns, and the
thoughts on the editorial page are fresh and
helpful.

THiLRE is no better magazine for Sunday
and general reading than the Quiver.
Among the contributors to the April number
may be mentioned the Dcar of. Armagh, the
Rev. Prof. W. G. Blaikie and the Hon.
Catharine Scott. The serials are much
above the average of magazine stories.

THE death of Prof. E. L. Youmans, the
founder, and till his death, the senior editor
of the Popular S(ience Monthy, has taken
from .the ranks of living scientists a devoted
and unselfish worker in the cause of science.
His brother, -Mr. W. J. Youmans, succeeds
him in the editorship of the Pofular Science
Monthsly.

THE current Eclectic is full of good read-
ing. There are few intelligent people who
will not find here something from, which to
profit. " Locksley Hall and the Jubilee,"
by Mr. Gladstone; " A Thought-Reader's
Experience," by Mr. Stuart Cumberland;

"Paganism in England," from the Gentle-
man's Magazine, may be mentioned among
other articles.

ON TEACHIING ENGLISH. With detailed
examples, and an inquiry into the defini-
tion of poetry. 2s. 6d.

ENGLISH COMPOSITION AND RHEToRIC.-
Enlarged edition. Part I: Intellectual
elements of style. By Alexander Bain,
LL.D., London: Longmans, Green &
Co. 3s. 6d.

In remodelling his work on English Com-
position and Rhetoric, Dr. Bain bas iivided
it into two parts, and issued a companion
volume, "On Teaching English." These
books are of great value, and should be
diligently studied by all teachers whp may
be fortunate enough to have access to them.
Fully illustrated by examples, and dealing
with the very subjects on which the enthusi
astic teacher of English needs light, we
heartily commend them to the profession.

T;E USE OF MODELS. A teacher's assist-
ant in the use of the Prang Models for
form study and drawing in Primary
Schools. Boston: The Prang Educa-
tional Co.

ESSENTIALS OF ENGLISH
Prof. W. D. Whitney,
Boston : Ginn & Co.

GRAMMAR. By
of Yale College.

Teachers will find in this little book many
suggestions for the better teaching of Eng.
lish Grammar. Every point is· amply illus-
trated by good examples. The work* will
repay careful reading.

A SERIES of outline maps, ,intended for
the use of Geography and History classes, is
now being published by Messrs. D. C.
Heath & Co. of Boston. We think that in
the bands of a judicious teacher these maps
would be of great use. Price $I.5o per
hundred. Samples free.
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BUSINESS.

If you know your subscription to have ex.
pired, renew it at once. $1 per annum is
the su'.,scription price, and there is not a
teachcr in Canada who cannot afford to pay
that sum for a good educatioral paper.

Notify THE MON THLY at once of change
of post office, always giving the name of old
office as well as the new.

THE MONTHLY will not be discontinued
to responsible subscribers until ordered to be
stopped. Bills will be rendered fromn time
to time, and prompt payment of the same
wili be expected.

Subscribers wishing to introduce . THE
MONTHLY to their friends can have speci-
men copies sent free from this office to any
address.

Our readers will observe that special at-
tention is given to exa,.unation papers ih this

Magazine ; in many cases hints and answers
are given, and for several papers solutions
have been furnished to ail the questions. We
hope subscribers and others will show in a
practical way their intelligent appreciation
of the valuable work done by the editors of
the different departments of THE MONTHLi

The best educational journal is the teachei's
best frierd, and we ask you, gentle reader,
to aid in securina new subscribers for this
educational journal, and to help the editors
in getting original contributions for its
columns, thus making it more and more the.
best.

Bound copit.s of this Magazine in cloth
may be had from Williamson & Co., or
from James Bain & Son, King Street,
Toronto, for $r.5o per copy.

SIEtLDON'S GENItRAL MIST0RtV follows the
Seminary ifathod," now rapidl superseding every other, and

strongly advocated by our lead ng teachers of history. ThisHISTOIRY bYok is especially adapted to schools without access to large
libraries, contaiming within itself all that is necessary for the

work requiro. A good number of achoola are already using it, and, thus far, their unanim2ous
opinion is fairly represented in the following (just received) from John 8. Irwin, Supt. of Schools,
Fort Wayne, nd.. - Onr work in Sheldon's Histury has proved satisfactory beyond our expecta,
tions. W'e bave put it into two of our high-school classes, thoroughly satisfied that It will prove
one of the best means of broadening and strengthening our scholars. The method malkes students
of history, not students of some author's ideas of history."

Price of History, 81.60. Price of Teacher's Manual. 80 cents. The filrst half of this book Is
bound in a separate volume under the title, " Greek and Roman Ristory." Price, $1.00.

We have recently published a WA.L OUTL NE 1A IP of the YUnited States for use in
teaching United States history (Price, 50 cents), and small outlines of the United States, Nortli
America, South Amorica, Europe, Central Europe, Asia and Africa. Price, 2 cents each, or $L50
a hundred.

HALES 'METHOD OF TEAC HI NG AND STUDYING HIIITORY ls invalu-
able to teachers. Price, $1.30.

ALL EN's HMOM à O Y TOPICS for High Schools and Colleges, covers Ancient, Modern,
and United States History, and gives a list of the best historical works. Price, 25 cents.

D. C. HEATH & CO., Publhbeis, Boston, New 1 ork and Chicago.

THE tna e found on
file at GEO. P.Art School Examinations T-HeS vER t-

Art chol E amiatiIIS Newsinaper .&dvertising Bureau (1<> Spruce
Strect),where adver.tising contracts may

For 1886-7 be made or It n RK
WILL BE HELD ON THE

28th, 29th and 30th APRIL. WLLS & SAMUCT,

,ARI T. SOICT .el

TEACHERS may be examined on any of the T
rescribed subjects ai any institution conduct- l LCRig examinations.

S. P. MAY, OFFICES - The Canadian Pacifie Railway
Superintendent. Buildings, Na. 110 King Street West, Toranto.

EnUCATION DEPAnTMENT,
lBt March, 1887.
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